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Senate officers colllplete outstanding careers
by Robert J. Kosinski
The Student Senate meeting
of February 27 was the last
session for Senate President
Jim Payette. Payette took
office in March 1977, succeeding Judy Macior in the
position.
Payette has been in the
Student Senate for nearly four
years, first as a senator and
then, Treasurer, beginning in
mid-1976.
He _ran, unsuccessfully, for
president in January, 1976.
He was chairman of the
Student Fees and Allocations
Committee and fought strongly against the tuition increase
as the Northeastern Board of
Governors representative and
Campus Coordinator for the
Association of Illinois Student
Governments.
As president, Payette was a
strong advocate of student
participation in university af-

participation with the other
fairs and was directly responsible for the inclusion of student - factions of the Northeastern .
representatives in every form
community. Students must
of university governance.
never forget that the_ir role is
"I hope that the Northeast- not just to sit back and digest ·
ern student body," says a given mass of facts or
Payette, "will continue its opinions, but to formulate·
move toward a more equal their own opinions and act to
better their own destinies. "
Payette is followed into
office .l>y President-elect Robert J. Kosinski . He will
continue to serve on numerous
committees until his gradua-·
tion in April.
Also leaving the Senate will
be Secretary Judy Macior.
Macior was appointed into the
Senate in 1975. She was
selected in the summer of 1976
as the vice-president by the
Senate and former president
Robert McDonald. She became
president shortly J1fterwards,
following McDonald'.s resignation, and served until her

Senate Proposes Revised
Due Process Policy
" Freedom to teach and freedom to learn are inseparable
facets of academic freedom.
The freedom to learn depends
upon appropriate opportunities
and conditions in the classroom, on the campus, and· in
the larger community. All parties involved in the teaching/
learning process should exercise their freedom with responsibility.
"Students, as citizens, have
the responsibility to know and
obey the laws of the United
States, of Illinois, and the local
governments. Student status
does not exempt one from the
requirements of obeying such
rules. Students also have the
responsibility to know and
obey the rules and regulations
of the University.
"Any student formally
Academic institutions excharged with violating the
University's Standard of Conist for the transmission of
duct will be subject to disciknowledge, the pursuit of
plinary procedure. Such ·stutruth, the development of students will be guaranteed the
dents, and the general wellrights of due process."
being of society. Free inquiry
Standard of Conduct
and free expression are indis·
A student is subject to
pensable to the attainment of
institutional .diSL _,line for the
these goals. As members of the
following acts of misconduct:
academic community students
( should be encouraged to devel- ·,
1. Dishonesty, such as
cheating, plagiarism or knowop the capacity . for critical
ingly furnishing false informajudgment and to engage in a
tion to the institution.
·
sustained and independent
2. Fvrgery. alteration or
search for truth.
by Judy Macior
The Student Senate, during
their · last regular meeting, adopted a revised version of the
Student Due Process Policy
which was revised by Barbara
Cook, assistant to the Vice
President of Student Affairs,
and the outgoing and incoming
Student Senate officers. The
senate made a few changes to
the policy.
The adopted policy ~ill have
to go to President Williams for
his consideration and then to
the Board of Governors of
State Colleges and Universities
if he chooses to bring ,the
recommendation, before it can
take effect. The new policy is
printed here in full as it
concerns every student_ at ·
UNI:

misuse of documents, records
or identification of the institution.
-3. Obstruction or disruption
of institutional activities or of
authorized activities on the
campus.
4. Physical abuse of another
person · or conduct which
threatens or endangers another, whether on the campus or
at a function sponsored or
supervised by the institution.
5. Theft of · property or
damage (other than negligent)
to property of the institution,
or of a member of the institutional community, or a visitor
to the campus.
6. Unauthorized entrance or
use of institutional facilities.
7. Violation of institutional
regulations concerning registration of organizations, manner and place of public expression, and use of institutional
facilities.
8. Use, possession or distribution of either narcotic or
dangerous drugs, such as marijuana and lyserci_c acid diethylamide (LSD), except as permitted by law.
, 9. Lewd, obscerie or disorderly conduct, whether on the
campus or at a function sponsored or supervised 'by the
· institution.
10. Possession of weapons,

election as Secretary in January 1977.
Macior began her Northeastern career as a Special
Education major, but switched
to a Psychology major.
She won the . Jerome Sachs
scholarship, N orth~astern 's

highest student award , in
1977.
Macior has beeri a member
of the Band, the Northeastern
Print student Newspaper, and
the Student Council for Exceptional Children.
"I've enjoyed my term of
office and have found it to be a
meaningful learning experience, " says Macior. "Being in
Student Government puts me
in a precarious situation with
university personnel which is
often unpleasant and no t
conducive to a positive academic experience, but I don~t
leave cynical or unhappy. I
have met several people who
have enhanced my development as a person and have
developed friendships that I
will cherish. The meaningfulness of the experience ties in
with what all this has t;.aght
me about human nature."

whether on campus or at
functions sponsored or super•
vised by . the institution.
.
11. Failure to comply with
the direction of any authorized
institutional representative,
acting lawfully in the performance of his duties.

12. Conduct that is a crime
by the criminal law of the
State of Illinois or the United
States that takes place on
University property or in the
course of a University activity.
Disciplinary Actions
Violation of the Standard of
[Cont'd on page 21

'77: SFAC Leftovers
Allocated
by Judy Macior
When advising the Stude\}t
Government of their projected
· income, the Business Office
underestimated the student
fees projected allocations for
the last fiscal year. This resulted in an-extra $10,000 for the
Student Senate to allocate at
their last regular meeting.
The Student Senate accepted the following proposal from
the _Student Fees Advisory
Committee:
Student $enate:
$1000
CCAB:
$1000
Independent Club Board: $1446
Athletic Club Board:
$1992
Media Board:
$1764
Fine Arts Board:
$3230
The rationale for this allocation included the Fine Arts
Board having $1329 returned
to them. The Fine Arts Board,
in a good will gesture several
months ago, gave this money
to the Media and . Athletics
Board stating that if residual

monies are available at 'a later
date, they wish this balance to
be returned to them. The
remaining $9108 was divided
by all the Boards of Control
based on last year's percentages derived from Student, Fees
surveys distributed to all UNI
students. The Student Senate
and CCAB representatives relinquished a combined total of
$1000, of which would be their
percentage, to the other
Boards, which they felt were in dire need of the monies.
Members of the Student
Fees Advisory Council include
seven students: Beth McGuire
(acting chairperson, and
CCAB representative), Dennis
McGineley (Athlic Board Representative), Jim Payette (Student Senate rep.), Bill Rzepka
(independent Club Board rep),
Bob Kosinski (SF AC rep.),
Rich Heinz (Fine arts board
rep), and Henry Berger (media
board rep.); and the fiscal
agent, Joan Nordberg.
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February 20 tbrough March 10, 5:00 p.m., current eligible
. students and newly admitted students, as of this time will
" ) 1 <eceive ,egi,t•••••• £ .a !!fi•l• thw~h the mail hog;pning
7
__
Febru~ ~- ~ li~ul~ ~ ~~&i-~ (oe ~ ~~-un~
separate
•
cover t:<> Graduate students VIa first cfas~ mail. Undergraduates
may pick-up schedules 'beginning February 14 at these campus
locations:
Main Building:
•
•
.., .. .• _. •
C
Information Office
' . • . ,fore: it is" important:. that each . them made important contri- . . Record .Office Counter .
.
· student · fill · out -and·· return . butions 'to Friday's events.
. :. &gisb'ation Cen~ ....
They
deserve
·
our
recognition
their blue survey cards·so that
- Book Nook .. -~.: :_-:·
·
· their support of the different . and thanks!- ,
-_~ c e D~ (near.auditorium)
· T-0p ·of the list, of-course, is
boards_v.:ill be known.: If you
Clas_Sl'!)Om Building: _ . :
the Golden - Eagles (what is
Did you know that yori hav~. did not receive this survey in
College.of Education Office
Homecoming
without
a
·team?)
a voice in determining . how the nuµ!, notify someone on
'
Graduate College Office '
Sorry about the· loss, · fellas,
your student fees money · is one of these boards· or in
.
Science
Building: . ·
you still have our support.
student government about this
going to be spent? That's
College
of
Arts/Sciences Office
Thanks!
.
right, I am referring to that problem.
. _L ibrary.: .
_
,
.
.
Beth
McGuire
spent
two
:
Y~urs,
$18.00 Activity Fee that UNI
.
M
,ain.
Circulation
Desk
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
. ·Henry Birger weeks'· worth of her time -and
students pay, along with tui.
Note:
You·
may
advanee.
register
for:
M,
a
y-June,
July-August,
energy . to recruit people and
. Media 'Board Chairman
tion, each semester.
r
May
August
.courses
at
_
t
his
time.
make
this
Homecoming
the
P.S. At this point in time,
A survey, asking students
best one UNI 'has seen. I, think
there is doubt whether a yearhow they wanted THEIR Acshe succeeded.!·
.
·
·
·
[Cont'd from page 1)
be· published this
tivity Fee money spent, was book. · . More · thanks ·•due . ·to . (in bellyda~cing- or qip m_oveprepared and recently mailed year. This problem arises from
alphabetical order because it ments ori stage w.):,ier:e he. prop- Conduct may bring imposition
the fact that the club that puts
to all students. This survey
seems -fair); Dance Committee/ ably. could_make a judgment, of any of the following:
out the ··yearbook · was - not
consisted of two things : a
Publicity: *Walter Clayton, and where . he. is . perfo~g
1. Official warning - notifiletter of introduction prepared allotted/ enough money to co:vJr., Jean Clissold from · the _.good althougl!, not for _gra~g- · cation by the Office of the
by Student Senate President er publi·s hing expenses. · If you
Poster . Shop (yea Mickey!), purposes,, bu~ ~e _had printed Dean of Students that the
are upSS)t (asJ tun) about the
Jim Payette and a blue survey
student has violated pro-riPat
Crawford, Sheila .Dougher- the grading report which would
card. The blue survey card was possibility: ;of :.not having a
ty, John . ·"Fitz" Fitzpatrick,
have been. more . correct .if . he . sions of the Standard of Con1977-78 ::tfNt : Yearbook you
postpaid and listed the six
Grisko bf Duplicating had
monkey jump· ,on ' .his duct and warning that another
can_:~: write or: talk to your Carolyn
boards supported by Student
(!ind _the whizzes running. the typewri~. The report,' as ' 1 offense would be at the risli -of
Fees (i.e., · Media Board, Fine student government represenmachines!), . Patty Hanrahan, . have t;old .University ·officials, . serious penalty.
tative and tell them that you
Arts Board, C.C.A.B., Inde•
2·- Non-academic probation
Gloria Leslie, Rochelle Michael .has been the most' ridiculous
pendent Clubs ·Board, Student are dissatisfied ·and/or give a
fro CCAB B
Off'
evaluation .ever mad"' . by
· a . - a disciplinary status which
large portion of Fee· money (on
. m - - -ox • ice, Mike
""'
- does'· iiot interfere · with the
Senate and Athletic Board)
Palazo~ (TKE Fraternity), Jan f~culty m~ber:_J:oUowing· th~
.
.
and asked each student to your blue · survey card) to
Ostre>mnecqi, Laura _Zwolferarguments· afteryvard, Davi!! student's right to enroll in and
Media Board ·(which supports
divide their total (100%) activllazzmatazz IPl<l all_th•t ·J~ Jordan found· .a new tacµ~ 'to attehd classes, but which inyearbook h · ·
ity fee amongst these six
Departpien~: Cbeerl~ders -Ed: _a'.vo~d grieya,nces,:· (Jiving -fllice - dudes some restrictions or reboards. Students could · ask
''.1>9c" (}iµigwai:e (llld his -l~s.ty. , .¥,ite~~ws_~l:,ie. da~,s)~_e. ~a~n•t quirements · as · determined in
. '
that any board receive up to
band, . Majorettes, . Porn Porn
m his office; I , had ,7 . sµch
tli'e particular- case.
50% as long as their · total
Girls, Rene· Sachs hi the Ath- fr~udulept intexviews, another
· 3 · Suspension - a tempor•
allotment to the boards added
letic Office, "Spin'. ' Salario;
student had over 10,
·so ary denial of the privilege of
up to 100%
Th t ll ·
Commuter Center/Security·.
forth we drag from fraud to cothntin~ ~s a student. At
1.et me stress that this
~ o_ owing persons and
Ch ck Ba
.d .
. fraud for long tiin fro. e termination of the suspen•
u ·
con an his crew
e
m un.
.
i
survey is the only means o f . orgamzations were· responsible
the student ~
for
the.success
of
Homecoming
(ten-four),
Jack
Baker,
Marscrupulous
liar
who
still
feels
sion
be e~tiallowing the silent majority of
:·J!~n,:-Jan- Roth (for. • .Pi:<>~~}f r. ~oing h-i!! j.9b, op ~hj.~ to ..res~e_ his educati?n
UNI students, some say-so· as '78, "Friday Night Fever.?' . --: ~
Some
of
these
folks
were
more
everything!),
Dennis
Shaw
;
Uruversity:
I
'believe
..
tliat
··fa.:.w.ttboot
. mee~mg any special
to how their Activity Fee
visible
than
Qthers,
but
all
of
·
Coualtants;
Janice
Dawson,
culty_
mem~
who.
are
lying
entrance
req~ents.
money is to :t>e spent. . There·-·- -.
·
.½>~ti~&~, J3o1> Mc,1>91lald, .-. ":~~~; - mvolye_~!l :~~~u-. ~ 4. Ex~ulsion - ~ _perma·
Jc:,an -_1'.'ford!>er'g,'·Jim Payette,:< _len~ J?r~~-ti~,. an!;i:PY<>!a fl!.eir:-;: nent_ de_rual of the pnvilege of
PRINT, .the'. officially recognizeci" student newspa~
· Pat Szymczak from Alumni AC · responsib1hties as- · facu lty · • continumg ~ a. st~dent.
~ Northeutern Illinois Univers~ty, 5500 N. St. Louis
fairs. If I've missed you I'm
members must be removed S t ude':1t DHciphnary Pro·
Ave. , Chicago, Ill 60626, is published each Friday during
sorry. You'll have to toot.your .from their positions; , I · am ced~
~e ,egular academic year. Material published herein is not
own horn!
willing ~ go befor~ any auA. For Academic Conduct
to be confused with views expressed by the . university . . - · ·SPECIAL . THANKS 'TO :
thority and .tell all 'the fraudu- In. the case of· theft, ·plagiar.
·
1 t f ct · ·f · h
·· ·
·
ism; cheating or any · other
a dministration. •
.
·
Rolling Stone Records in Nor-.
en a s o t e. ni.ted ·Na-·
The editors have sole authority govenµng all material
ridge for . the . dance contest
tions evaluation; as · ·well' ·as form . ohlishonesty related to
submitted and·
the right to edit ·copy. '. Editing.
prizes; Cindy Penesis for the
invite David J ord~ in. public classwork it is recommended
· li
. that·:
unp
·es that editors
need
not will
accept all submitted material. .
theme, "Friday. Night Fever."
debate in
if fie
_.;...J • urnali
·
dard
• the -!'\uditorium
·
l.· The student involved reG uuu JO
stic st.an
s · be-maintained.
•Grace Amadeo· and CCAB
wan~s to·challerige veracity.
.
..
.
.
Deadline for submitting material is Tu~y, l~:00 noon,
Concert Committee
as I challenge his honesty, ariq · .ceive_ a fa_iling grade . m. t?e
for the following Friday's issue. All copy mu.s t .be typed.
knowledge in Politica1 Science. ~· cours\:0 ~Y
disci~linLate copy or material that . does n9t , conform.
to.
the
.
'!'hanks
to
a:ll
who
cheered
ac ion
eem appropnate
··
··
lOf -course
d ' challengm·
· · ·· ~ .! ll~s · · ary
by ·the
instructor
but not to
standards set forth under Print publi?~~n __poli,cy wiU · be
the Eagles and boogied to the
ow gra es among the crooks
· ·
. .'
,
handled_accordinglybytheeditors.The_ ...iij;o
WGCI Disco.Van. · we'll·_:be
and I- h aye, pai;d my· · pnce
·, · .£or ' course.exceed· expulsion from the
,..... __ i:s,will
- . ,.' publish,
at their discretion, any letters to the editor,
looking for you neJt year! · .
that over: the years, but I will
2 • The-instructor inform the
announcements,
articles,
photos,
.
adver;q~ing,
,
or
other
continue
my
social
and
in.tel
bmitt.ed
terial
Mary I. Williams
· ·
.
Dean of Student of the occur'·
SU
ma
.
'
. ' ; .·
.
lectual critique as part of my rence.
..
----1
b
·
l
.
'
.,...,
'
Advisor,
Homecoming
Readers are enco... aa.,... to SU mit etters to the editor.
Committee career's objective; to shut off
3. Upon the second such
Unsigned letters will not be published, bµt, names will be
for a few grade po~ts will ,be instance uivolving the .same
withheld and remain confidential uPon reqi'.iest. Obsceniti~
something unaccepta}?le. to my
student; · the· Dean of Students
tlre discouraged.
.
.
.
'.
conscience.
. '
. . ~ ' . may take such additional acThe Office of Print is open daily and is locat.ed in room
s·mcere
.· 1yyours,
·
·
, t ion as may be appropriate.
E
-049, nor$ of the cafeteria. .Our. telep~f?ne · number is
·
· '·
-~ :· · · N.:ic;k Retsos
B. For Non-Academic Con·
'duct
.
583-4050, extensions 508 . and 509. After 9:00 · PM or
after the switchboard is closed, call ~ t 583:-4065:
·
When a · student is charged
Dear Editor,
with conduct which violates
· l . have been appalled · last
the •Standard of Conduct, ·and
· semester with a Political · Sci- .
·. · , · - ·
· · ' if -the alleged conduct might
ence,
United
Nations
course.
·
result in either (1) non-academEditor-in-Chief ••.••••.• ••.•••.•• Diana L. Saunders .
The
reason
is
.
that
David.
Dear Editor:_
ic
discipliruµ-y probation, (2)
Managing Editor .••.•••.• • ••••••.• TomGrossmayer
Jordan, from the Dept . . of·
I_ read"' _with interest Sue
suspension, or (31 expulsion
Associate Editor ••••..•.••...••••.•• Carol Podraza
Speech, was assigned a evalua- Lamb's report of a, Mini-U ;" ·from- the University, an inves, Co-Business Managers .•••••• Sue Lamb, Mitch Braun
_o( the coutse,' .an assign- cour-s.e . in . G,h~cago , theatre . .... tigatory pre-conference is conPhoto Editor .••• ·•.••••••••••...•••• ; • j anies Gross
_ment I corisider as an insult to•, Readers .of.. :,Print _might l?e
ducted -by the Dean of Stu-· _
Sports Editor ••••••••••••••••••.•.•••. John Stepal '
all students of, Political Sci: - in~ted to_ knov.: ~ .that, Dr. . dents or designee to determine
Staff: Donald Czowiecki, Fran Ehrmann,Judy Mi.cior,
ence. The United Nations AllanBates.i~ ~~ntly,teac~,
whether further proceedings.
Dan Pearson, Dick Quagliano, William Rzepka,
involves negotia~ing ·a._· ~ a course, _fqr -~ t , _in the . are appropriate. If the evi._
Bonnie Sadowsky, Robert J. Kosins~i.
bility. and know-how in ·world English Departm,ent -entitl~ • . 4ence, of the pre-<:<>Jifei'ence so
~airs._
~s 9,1ell .as observance Tb$itre in .C 4i~• D.r-. .Ba~; -~ . wa1Tant:·, Photographer .. ·...................... Judy Macior
j;
. ·
· •-,• J?.1-:,; r·c :~ : J ..1 : \;. :--_J.:-.r~-~"-:,,,e .-:... of 'intemation.i • .-.r pflicts: d I bdieve; has: t~p! preyiously.~ ~ · . Conference . ~ , .
! r. ".l ) ,f -~ ~
• ' . .1
.
; I ! : i 1, -~
rs ~:.i ' i ; t .' {j ~j. ,tt P( - . .: iJ 1 a~, t~.-~6t\hti'.~J~r~d o ~ ~-~ ~-hJ'); >-e t ,Jd~ 5,,k ;theJJMn of'.Students, or
r.
.knows ·about tl\em as much as:
· Sincerely,
designee shall schedule ;a: 6>~I ·know··about nu~· physics. :
E.J. Clark ·Jerence wit.h- the student;
· United:Nations 'doesn't involve
Chairaiaa Eng~. Qepattment : · 2. Tbe··student will be given
· " · .,• · ' · · · ·
[Cont'd on ..... 5)
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But, the price will have gone
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS
Flealble Prog,_ .. Houni
up, not the money.
Every student is entitled to
«rhne IS• dlffnnKelU
a yearbook. This is paid for
For Information Please Call:
~-H.
.o ut of the $18 Student
2050 W. Devon
IIUIPIJIN
Activity Fee paid. each trimesChicago, Ill. 60645
[DUCAT10NALCENTr11
ter, But somewhere along the
1312) 164 5151
line, students were cheated.
SPRING, SUMMER, WINTER COMPACTS
Even knowing this fact doesn't
MOST CLASSES START EIGHT WEEKS .
solve the problem.
PRIOR TO THE EXAM. STARTING SOON:
It's funny to see that in
MCAT-DAT-LSAT-GRE_PICAT ·EXAM EABLY-APBIL. 15th
1972-73 the cost of printing -a
Yearbook was $22,735. In those
OTHER CENTERS CALL TOLL FRU: 800-223-1782
Centers In Malor US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lupno, Switzerland
five.y ~ the cost of living has
gone up, but the budget for
Year book (and Print) has
slowly decreased.
. Each ,year ·a survey is sent
out by the Student Senate,
asking students how they
~want their $18 spent. One way
to assure a future yearbook is
to vote 50% for the Media
Board. Hopefully, this will
remedy any future foul-up in
by Donald Czowiecki
the Greening of American Wofinancing, providing there is
What
radio
.
atation
,
do
you
men conference, the Women
enough to go around.
listen to? WZRD. -IJ,opes . that With Wings at• WZRD
· A yearbook is something
you will tune .tl\em jn· to hear brought 4 women performers
many students like to have. As
something ~new.:-'fhis "some- over the airwaves. Claudia
time goes on it is something to
thing new" is a project being Schmidt, Deidre McCalla,
show friends; family, yes,· even
worked on by members of the Kristin Lems, and Ginni Clemthose grandchildren, ·B ut· :sestation to bring more live mens all . did concerts, which
niors this year are· out of luck.
.
,,_producti,ons
.on ~he airwaves .
did very well, through the
And' the sheepskin· . and · tlie
.
In
the
'past,
WZRD
has
conference.
yearbook are the only posses·occasionally broadcast recordAll concerts that are persions you take when you leave
ings of live concerts, such as formed at the school are usualthis University.
the Bob Reidy band. During ly recorded. Many of these are
broadcast by WZRD whenever
possible.
- ",.:
, But the newest project is the
broadcasting of a concert that
was performed by the group
"Soda" recently at the Single
File. "Soda" is a Chicago blues
and~rock band that ha~ been
performing
for about .a year. ·
'.
.They
play
most
of their own
- The Student Council: f~r Excep~-Chilck~ will hold its 3;d-. _
~~ -- .
music
which
they
compose.
Annual .Winter Carnival on ·Tuesday; Marcli 7 ,from io to 10 in
. "A MI-DSUMMER NIGHT'S _DREAM" AUDITIONS
There are four members in
· Alumni Hall. The.,Carnival is a Qenefit. foe Childnm'. s Memorial March 4, 5 ,· & 6.
.
· ·
the group, two of which have
Rospital Recreational -Therapy Ceri~r.: ·o ame_ti~ket;
10 .c ents ..
of the -midwinter days? Then break away and join the
been
with the groJp from the
each for adults and 3 for 10 cents . for chilq.re_n. Prizes include d~htful world of fantasy by. auditioning for the rock musical
start,
but before that, they had
dinner for 2 at .Lawrence of Oregan~, R;<>n: of Japan, Tango, and versio~. o~ Willi~ Shak~e's "A- Midsummer Night's
worked with BoJ\nie Koloc.
_others, as_well as hair dryers,• make-up mirrors; mid toys. Come Dream with music and lync by Randolph Tallman and Steven
These two members ~re Chuck
and spend your 10. cents fol" a good _time and !il JV(!rthy cause.
Mack~th; produ~ed and directed by James Lipinski .
DeMeyer and Ron Scroggin.
•,
- . , .
c• .: , ,
- •
,.
,
Auditions for this 1975 Jeff. Award Winner will ' be held on
Chuck, organizer of the band,
r._ All students are invited to submit'original papers on Hypnosis Saturday, March 4 at 4:'30 p.m.; Sunday, March '5 at 3:00 p.m.;
uses a mini-moog synthesizer
"~ t~e Fourth Annual Mid-West Hypnosis ·Convention. The . and Monday,: March' 6 at 7:00 p.m. at ttie10Jack ana Jill
as a bass and does vocals. Ron
wmrung entry ,will be · presen~ · at· the Convention · at the Players Studio, 540 North Lake Shore Drive, Suite '312, ·Chicago,
plays lead guitar, but he also
.Sheraton-Oakbrookqn April 14, 15, and 16th 1978 and the writer Illinois 60611. ·
·
· ·
,..1
·
plays the harmonica and does
will be awarded
cash prize. For further information call
Be prepared to sing two songs, one standard ballifd and one
vocals.
423-5666.
.
·
· standard up tempo. Also wear dance or comfortable clothes and
The other two members of
:he P.rep.ared to read from the script.
.
the group are Sharon ' Smith
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" will be presentiid ili June at
.. COME WITH US .ON m:i interesting tour ·throughout B~azil
- and Rick Barr. Rick plays the
· ,.r
and get acquainted with- th~ beautiful cities' filled with baroqu~ the Forum Theater.
drums for the band Sharon,
For audition appointments or further information call (312)
of the Portuguese colonial ~riod. Our speaker i~ Assiria Ramos,
the newest member of the
(~12) 467:1776.
·
w!lv r~ntlv ietumed from a trio.to Brazil wlie.r;e -she made many 282-0776.. or
' . ...
,
group, was originally with the
_o.!_ ~e photographic__s[d~s_ ~f _tlie_ ~ :~_sgres she will show
Jim Schwall band. She plays
ALL NEWLY-DECLARED PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS - Tlie
-d ~ ~er lecture. Spanish._Club _m~ts in 2-044 on Tue~i,'
the keyboards.
,March 7 a~ 1:00,p.pi._ . ·
.
• ·
· ·
- - · Psychology Department has once again planned two orientation
The people working to bring
meetings for new majors. All students who have recently declared
you the broadcast are Joan
EXCI'.l'ING NEW PROGitAM • . . .
a psychol~gy major must attend .one of these meetings. The
McGann and Doug Pearson,
The . Fo_rei~ Langu..age _Department and the Program for meetings will .be on March~ at 5:00 in S-211 and on March 7 at
the producer and engineer of
Interdisci}1lmary Education have joined forces with the 1:00 in S-317. Come meet faculty and staff and see our Slide Tape
the project. They have been
Cuauhnahuac Institute of Language and Literature in Presentation " Psychology is about People" to learn about the
aided in assembling the proCuemava~, M~co to . o(fer UN_I · students a Travel/Study Psycholo~ Departme!1t's requirements, p~grams ,and services.
gram by Rick Martin, Ron
program m Mexico. The group will leave Chicago July 6 and ·
Sivils, and Larry Kenney, who
1:}ie !)es: Pl~es
Guild will ·_pr~t
Allen's
~turn August 4, 1-978. Arrangements· have been made for twenty ·
five hours a week of Spanish language instruction in -classes of no · com~y, "PLAr IT AGAIN, SAM''. March 3, 4, ip, 11, 17, & 18 . are also with WZRD.
Th~ broadcast date informamo~. than four persons. The students will lodge with Mexican at ~:30 _p.m., March 5 & .12 at 7:30 p.m., and March 19 at 2:30
tion
will ·be announced in the
families, and there will be an opportunity to· make- some p.m. ~t the G_uijd ,Playhouse,. 620 Lee St., in Des Plaines. For info
•
near
future ~d all are invited'
ex~si~ns to n(!atby ar~s.· .The ~inplete ·packilge·' ilicluding· , and ticket ~ .s erv~t~o~s, call. 296-1211 between noon--and 8 p.m;
to listen. WZRD would appre• ~ ~ . •. •
,
;
twtion, J'90pt and :board and .travel amounts to $675:00:~ ··. · : • · , Mon.-Sat
ciate any reactions and would
- -- •- - "
Y~u are requested to .speak .to Dr> Rosalyn ffCherony of the · • ,,_ . ,, • •~• - .. . :; ' \·~• · .•,-, - ~ - t ~,. :~~ ,.'.._,H"',~ .. ,~•
also
like to know of an}i
Foreign Language Department befote" you re.gistet·: fer 'the ,
t T
<'~,f.J lf~~~~JlPJt;N':~\ C!1~B BOARD ~ill meet on concerts
that could be recorde<f
J>.r!>~I\Dl whjch- ii)duclen these courses added . ro! -tbe~:Summerh Tl?-~
Y, M~ ~... ~~. ~~,a~ d ~ at 1:00 p.m. m room E-220
SCQf}(,iulei ;l l ; .., , : '. • .- ,, ·•nrl:d ,
, h ~., '] <
(above the B'OQk Nook). ·•There ~18 an open position OD the and broadcast in the future.
PIE/F,A.C 353~73: -Mexican ·Study/'four ,
E~ecti'tjve'Bpml.
club, ~der the'. p\11'\'.,ieW:,of ~ 8 !?oard, who The station telephone extenis fu~ted )~ > ~ - poi;itiQD . can contacf BW: Rzepka hi tlie•' sions are 518 and 518. Let
Spanish 825-71: ·Intensive.Practice•m -Conversatibnal' Skills· -·
WZRD be the radio station
Student Government' office or at ext. 501.
that you listen to.
Have you ever noticed that
the Northeastern yearbook is
never distributed on the
promised date? Well, this year
you won ' t have to worry ,
because there isn't going to be
a yearbook.
Every year around late
March, early April, the crew in
the Yearbook office break out
in a cold sweat, because, as
usual, the book is · not ready.
Pictures seem to be missing, or
not taken, or someone forgot
something.
But this year there .is an
even bigger problem, For some
strange (?) reason when the
. budgets for the fiscal , year
, 1~77-78 were made, Yearbook
w;as left out. Yet, even with
tlµs catastrophy, Kevin ,Smith
(Editor at the time) didn't give
.up.
In the Fall Trimester , Snuth
presented his. ca sen to the
:Media Board. Once :there, he
asked for $4080 to begin with
and received it. This was the
~beginning. Then came a freeze
on .all Student Funds. _Once
. again, Yearbook was stop~.
In January the _~~e was
. lifted. Mike Welton (the new
Editor) again went to the
Media Board asking for an
additional $9000 to begin

printing. Unfortunately, all the
Board had left in its budget
was approximately- $4000. After ·a 'few meetings, the Board
agreed to supply Welton with
another $3000, leaving the
Board · (consisting of 5 other
clubs) with a little less than
$1000. · • ·
The next stop for Welton
was -to·
Student · Fees and
• ·Allocations. · There· -he learn~
that tlie extra· money · wa_s
- going to be-divided between all
the Boards of Control and
about $1700 would go· to :the
Media Board: .
.
'. Here ·is where the st or y
ends. There is no· possible way
that . the Yearb9ok could
receive the $9000 without help
froin another · board, - and
nioney is tight. Fifteen people
have been trying to put a book
together; not· ·knowing until
now that it: was impossible for
this' fiscal year, arid they still
refuse to give up. · ·
To 'prirlt 1500 ~pies of the
yearbook, a "swri of $12,i>05 is
needed. Ifby some miracle the
·money is located' 'a iil"given . to
th'e 'Yearbook, ·a ' l 977:78 ' isstle
could be.. out" by .··oecembef.
Otherivise,' a' 1977-79 'Yearbook
might be printed and distrib-~ted at th!s · time n;xt year.
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Senate proposed revised .student
·
Grievance ·POiicy
by Judy Macior
At their last regular meeting, The Student Senate adopted a revised student grievance procedure which they will
present to the University Senate for their consideration at a
future date. The proposal was
passed unanimously by the
Student Senate after considerable debate.
The new procedure, which
will need ratification by the
University Senate before it can
take effect, is printed here as it
concerns the entire student
body.
"In instances where the student believes there has been
unfair treatment rendered by
the University, the following
procedures are applicable:
A. Redress on Grades
All students have a legitimate right to seek redress
when they consider their grade
in a course to be unreasonable
or unjust.
Procedures.
1. The student should consult the instructor fo1· reconsideration of the gri.de.
2. If the above option does
ne>t satisfy the •s tudent, he
may then approach the instructor's department chairman and ask for an investigation of his grievance.
At this time the student will

present a written statement to
the department chairman explaining the reasons for feeling
his grade was unjustified.
The department chairman
will then consult the facuf ty
member involved and obtain
from him any information pertinent to the case which the
instructor feels justifies the
grade given.
The department chairman'
will then discuss the grievances with the student and may or
may not indicate to the student whether or not he feels
the complaint is justified.
3. If the student feels that
his complaint has not been
properly dealth with, he can
then appeal in writing to the
dean of .· the appropriate col·
lege. The· dean will respond
formally to the student. If the
deal feels ·the merits of the case
justify further investigation
beyond .the department level
he may then' refer the griev•
ance to a special committee
which shall be known as the
Student Redress Committee.
4. The Student Redress
Committee shall be composed
of seven members as follows:
One faculty . member from
the Academic Freedom and
Welfare Committee.
One faculty member from
the Student Affairs Council.

Leadership Workshop
by Judy Macior
Student Gov~rnment, Joan
March 3-5, members of the Nordberg, Director of Student
Northeastern Student Senate Activities and Associate Dean
will attend a Student Leader- of Students, Barbara Cook,
ship workshop developed and Assistant to the Vice Presi•
presented by Student Govern- dent of Student Affairs, Mary
ment. ·t he · Office of Student Williams, a graduate assistant
Activities, and the Office of to the Assistant Dean of StuStudent Affairs, in Wood- dents, and Daniel Kielson, the
stock, Illinois. Objectives for Vice President of Student Afthe trip include setting goals, fairs and the Dean of Sturesolving, conflicts, asserting dents.
oneself, developing listening
The retreat, the fir.st .of its
skills, decision making, and an . kind at UNI for student leadorientation for new members of ers, will include a vast array of
Student Government.
"activities ranging from group
Keynote speakers at the exercises and role playing to
workshop will include Jim rap sessions ,among outgoing
Payette, outgoing President of and incoming ·Senate members
and discussions with adminis-

Student Billing Committee,
c/ o UNI ~usiness Office. The
,Committee will respond within
three ~eeks. (The senate requests that a student be put
on this committee).
D. All Other Grievances
The student should initiate
discussion with the person
directly involved in the incident. If satisfaction is not
achieved, the student should
appeal to the person's immediate superior. Further appeal
should go to the next level of .
supervision. Appeal to the
appropriate Dean or Vice Pres-·
ident must be in writing.
In all instances, the aggrieved student may contact
the · Dean of ·Students · for
guidance relative to the appropriate procedure for particular
grievances. The decision of the
University President shall be
final."

Two student members from
Parking Appeals Committee
the Stuq.ent Affairs Council.
(selected by the Student SenThe Dean of the college
ate).
involved or his representative.
5. The student will be inThe department chairman
formed
of the decis~on by mail.
shall be present during the
6. Appeal of an unfavorable
hearing of the case, who shall
decision may be made in perleave while voting is taking
son to the committee; an
place.
appointment may be made
The Student Redress Com•
through the Student Govern·
mittee will investigate the
ment Office.
case, consult with the student
7. The committee's decision
and faculty member involved,
after the in person appeal is
and make a judgment.
fipal.
I{ the committee decides the
. C. Tuition Refund - · Excepstudent has been unfairly
tions
graded, they shall have the
Students requesting an ex•
power to change the grade ·
ception tQ the University es•
from a letter grade to a grade
tablished refund procedure
of "P" (Pass).
_::houl~appeal _in writing to the
If the committee decides
there is insufficient evidence to
WHO: ·rhe pass/fail credit option is open· to undergraduat.e
support the student's claim,
students in good standing only. It does not apply to students on
the original grade will stand.
The decision of the Student academic probation _or graduate students either classified or .
Redress Committee shall be at-large.
WHAT: An opportunity to complet.e courses outside your
final.
IC Parking . Violation" .Ap· major area without grading penalty; i.e., an elective course of
your interest, or general Basic Program courses outside. yoW,:
peal
major area. A grade of "D" or better shall constitut.e "Pass" "S"
1. Obtain a student parking
for the course. These grades will not be applicable to your grade
appeal form from the Security
point average. Honors or High Honors will not be notated during
Office.
a term of pass/fail courses.
·
2. Fill out ihe form com•
WHERE: The appropriate forms must be completed in the
pletely; add in additional sheet
REGISTRATION .cENTER ANNEX during the approved time.
with detained explanation if
(March 6-10)
·
.
..
necessary.
WHEN:
Pass/fail
credit
option
will
be
March
6-10.
Monday
3. Return the completed
thru Thursday, 8:30-6:30, Friday, 8:30-6:00.
,
form to the S~rity Office.
4. The Security Office will
HOW: Complete the official forms in the Registration Cent.er';
send the form to the Student
Currently, only the student, the Registration Center, and Records
Office will know of the student's choice. A maximum of 6 hours
may . be ·taken. in · any one. trimest.er, and . a maximum of 27
pass/fail . hours can be acquired and be applicable towards ·
graduation.
Additional information on pass/fail, is ' available at the
jRegistration Center Annex.
'
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by George Trakakis
The Greek Students' Associ~
ation will present its · annual
dance on March 11, at the St.
Nicholas Church, 2701 N.
Narraganset, at 8 :00 p.m. The
donation is .$5. Soft drinks and
potato chips will be provided..
We hope that you ~ be
there and have the best time of
your life. Our cause is to assist
the club, in providing financial
aid to Greek students, aiding
organizations in need, and to
buy books for the library. The

I

_J

trators in the Student Affairs
area. Sen!lte President, Jim
Payette stated that he feels
that this retreat will be ah
excellent chance for veteran
members of student government to share their experiences, problems, and positive re·
actions relating to the role
Student Government has
played during their terms df
offie, with new senators and
officers.

dress will be formal, as there
will be many new people to
meet.
·
The association would also
like to remind the UNI
community to tune in this
Sunday night at 10 on channel
26, where there ·will ·be a talk
show between Greek students
concering this dance and UNI.
Your host will be George
Trakakis of the John and
George Trakakis Show. Get
your tic\cets now, and support
the club and UNI.
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Airltne Passengef
.·$cr~oers _.
O'HARE AIRPORT

,·

· These are interesting · and responsible. positions available
immediately on all shifts for mature, reliable individuals to
helP. us better serve passengers. If you 're a student seeking
. part-time employment, retired and looking for work, or are
at least 18 Yl=llrS of age, a U.S. citizen with no criminal record
a!Jd inter~ted_ in a career in the.world's largest and busiest
. atrport, apply m person.
·

';".!IIIIU:~

,:i~J

•

~-4'.

u .• ,

-

$408
.

.

, ~ -;
pnce per person
·,..-~ hased on double occupancy

Price includes air fare hotel and taxes

For details, apply in person:

ANDY FRAIN, INC.
1221 N. LaSalle

,.

Chicago, Ill. 60610
(312) 943-8989
An E q ual Opportu nity Emp l o yer m/f

.,
Bill Be r gman
Assistant Football Coach
t ,, ':
Northeastern University
•4 ,
692-7406
Box 19
Park Ridge, Ill. 60068

Travel Arrangemen ts By

International leisure Corp.
1 ooo ~Jorie blvd. , Suite 11 2
Oak brook, Illinois 60521
(321) 887-1 105
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to tht:ir land, often had to fight
are written in book form not
to defend . ~eit faith and yet
in the usual scrolls.
'
·have main{4i:ned considerable
Falashas believe that they
numbers. ·
came to Ethopia with Menelik
A second diinger he alluded
I , legendary son of King Soloto was that_of generalizing too
mon and Sheba, who fled the
Juickly about what Jews look
Holy Land after the destruclike, what customs they follo.w,
tion of the Temple. According
and - indeed - what .is
to legend _Menelik crossed a
· "traditional" for them.
river during the Sabbath - a
Finally, -he pointed out the,
forbidden act of work on the
importance of ethnicity series
day of rest - taking a -stolen
like this one, whereby particiHoly Ark of · the Bible with
pants can continue to learn
of Israel, of B~mbay clarm ' ~- Those who followed him,
about
the multiple riches of
descent from seven shipwreck ac~rding to the Falashas,
their individual heritages.
survivors who were purported- became Christians; those who
"Surely, " he concluded, ." the
ly from the Ten Lost Tribes 9f · honored the Sabbath became
Jewish people is richer for its
Israel -,- hence their name. the Falashas.
unusual historical outposts in
Originally village dwellers on
During the 20th century
China, India, and, Africa the Konkan coast, they came representative!! of mainstream
and the so-called Chosen Peoto Bombay to seek their for- Judaism have visited, studied,
ple are more universal and
ti.me as so,diers for the British and taught the Falashas who
diverse than most of us bein -.t he l~th . ce,n~ury. Many in general seem recepti~e to
lieve. "
earned .high recommendation acquiring "the rest" of modem
The next · lecture in this
as members of the · British · Judaism.· Their· outer life as
series on the Jews will take
Indian Army. Others did well rural tenant farmers, blackp · ~.ce in CC-217 on April 5 at
in trade. In terms of _religion smiths, and pottery:riiakers
7: 30 and will feature Professor ·
the Bene Israel retained many however, seems unchMged a;
Sanford Shepard, Chairperson,
of - the traditional rites and they pursue _their s·everalCommittee on Interdisciplinpractices but used Marathi, thousand-year-long commit~'
ary Humanistic Studies, Obertheir local Indian. language,, ment to ,the religion of their
lin College.
rather than Hebrew and also fathers.
" · ' ·· · · ·
Dr. Shepard's topic is "The
developed their own IndianFeldman conclu<led : his - leeCollision of Ideas in the Prostyle liturgical music, called ture by pointing' out' th~' dancess of Assimilation," which
kirtan.
gers of assimilation· fo~ Je~sh
deals with ideas and ideals
Both the Cochin Jews and survival, in that the Chinese
which are traditional in the
the Bene Israel developed lndi 0 who assimilated n;iost successChristian West but alien to
an-style castes - Blaclt Jews, fully were lost as ~ews whereas
Jewish sensibilities.
White Jews and (in the case. of the Falashas, 'while adapting
Cochin) Former Sh1-ves. Whi~
Jews (sometimes quite swarthy) were reputedly pure de[Cont'd from page 2)
scendants of the founders;
or expulsion, the discip!mary
at least five (5) days notice to
.Black Jews (59metimes quite
committee considering the case
appear
for
the
conference)
fair) were of mixed Jewish-loshall render a written decision
3. the notice will contain: ·
cal heritage. The castes lived
finding that - the charge is
a. the alleged infraction;
apart and had segregated seateither true or false. A decision
b. the time and place to
ing in synagogue. Intermarthat the charge is true must be
meet;
riage was forbidden.
based on substantial evidence.
4.
at
the
conference
the
stuWhen India became an in(Substantial evidence is defined ·
dependent nation after World dent will be given the opporas that which is sufficient to
tunity to have the proceedings
War II, many Jews emigrated
conducted by the Dean of : convince a majority of th
to Israel, since local Hindus
, disciplinary committee that
thought of them as having Students or his designee, or
the existence of the alleged
the
student
may
request
a
sided with the British former
misconduct was more probable
hearing on the charge;
rulers. That feeling, however, .
than its non-existence.)
5. failure of the · student to
is abating.now, and it looks as
If the charge is found true,
appear
at
the
conference
shall
if the Indian Jewish communithe committee ·shall impose
constitute
an
admission
of
the
ties are stabilizing and on the
what it deems to be an approcharge.
upswing.
•
priate disciplinary measure.
Dean of Students ProceedThe third · community, or
The student may appeal an
Falashas, in ·1975 numbered ing
adverse
decision of the · disci1.
·
The
Dean
of
Students
some 20,000, ·in - a country,
plinary
committee
to the Stushall
scheditle
a
meeting
withEthiopia, of 27 million. As the
dent
Supreme
Court.
Appeals
in
ten
(10)
school
days
after
Chinese Jews appeared as Chifrom
the
Student
Supreme
the
conference.
nese and the Indian Jews as
Court shall be made to the
2. The meeting shall COD·
Indians, the Falashas would
President of the institution,
strike the outside ·v isitor as no elude with appropriate. ·action.
3. Appeal may be made to who shall consider the record
different from other Ethiopithe
student Supreme Court, of the hearing together with
ans. Moreover, unlike Chinese
then
to the President of the any written statements suband Indian Jews, Falashas are
institution.
That decision will mitted by either the student or
a rural, .not an urban people
the institution. The President
be
final.
living in small, generally self.
may
modify, affirm or reverse
Hearing
segregated villages in northern
l. The hearing shall be con• the findings and the disciplinEthiopia.
Appearances notwithstand- ducted befo~ the Student Af- ary measures of the disciplinary committee, but no modifi-ing, Falashas ("Exiled Ones") fairs Council or its designated
cation shall result in a penalty .
disciplinary
committee
(no
practice strict old-fashioned
greater than that imposed by
member
of
which
shall_
be
Biblical Judaism, including cir, the disciplinary committee.
cumcision, • Kosher dietary directly involved in the· case).
The judgment of the President
2.
The
hearing
shall
be
withpractices, rigorous monotheshall be final.
in
ten
(
10)
school
days
after
ism, observance of the Sab•
In the event of misconduct
bath, etc. Some of their prac- the conference in which th
which causes or threatens to
alleged
offender
requests
a
tices are unusual. For i!}stance,
cause bodily injury or property
.women as well as men are . hearing.
damage, or which obstructs or
3.
Both
the
institution
and
circtimcized. Also, they don't
disrupts institutional activities
have the Talmud (official com- the student may produce witor authorized ~ctivities on the
nesses
to
testify
in
their
rementaries on the Bible), as do
campus, the Dean of Students
mainstream Jewish communi- spective behalves and each
or designee, may issue a~
may
question
the
witnesses
ties ; only the Pentateuch
interi.lP suspension. In the case
called
by
the
other.
Psalms, and ·some Apocryphal
-of an interim suspension, the
4.
At
the
time
of
the
hearbooks. Their " rt;iligious lanDean of Students, or designee,
guage is Ge'ez, or• old Ethopi- - ing the student may be adshall notify the student in
vised
by
counsel,
but
such
an, whereas their ~veryday
writing of the alleged infraclanguage is Amharic, or spok- counsel may not participate
tion and of the time and place
actively
in
the
hearing.
en Ethiopian. Their syna~
of the Conference, within five
Upon
the
conclusion
of
any
gogues tend to be circular
working days."
huts, and their Torahs (Bibles) hearing relating to suspension

Reynold_Fe.Zdman at Northeastern

''Nontraditional -J·e wish
.Comm-..nities"
Reynold Feldman, Director visited Kaifeng-Fu to inveitiof Program Development at gate this unexpected communiUNI, spoke Wednesday even- ty, whose synagogue was a
_ ing, February 15, in C,C-217 on Chinese-style temple facing
"Nontraditional Jewish Com- west towards :J~rusalem and
munities. " The lecture was · who maintainec( ancestral ~part of the «oritinuirtg Ethriici- bles _like ot\}er ~hine~e" but
ty Lecture,- Tutorial 'S eries, who kept Kosher dietary prac"The Jews," wonsored by ti~es, circum,c~ed their son~.
P.l.E., coordinated by Sophie kept, ·r~gular -_ Jewish festivals
Black and Stan Newman and and fii&ts, bad the Fi~e Book~
open to both Northeastern of _Moses in Hebr~w scroles,
students for credit. and (the and observed Saturday as tlie
lecture portion) to the general Sabbath.
public.
· Contact- was maintained
' . Feldman began by explain- with this community for 300'
ing that he had a special years, and in 1900 the Western
interest in all three terms: Jews of Shanghai formed- a
.~ontraditi'onal, Jewish ,' and Rescue Community for the
µ>mmunities. As a profession- '_'Orphan Colony" at Kaifeng•
ai developer of academic pro-· Fu. Meanwhile, • ·the former
grams, he was aware that inost . ·community, ' once prosperous
so-called traditions were usual- · and ob.s ervant; had forgotten
ly of recent vintage - some- Hebrew, lost- their synagogue,
ti.in.es less than 100 years old. became poor, left - _off their ·
He demonstrated this point in ·observance; and had generally
terms of the Jewish heritage by assiltlilated themselves and .in- ,
· playing various songs, some of termarried with ' .non-Jewish
which most contemporary A- Chinese. Today the community
merican Jews would consider -· is considered extinct, though
traditional and the others less art treasures remain to point
Yet Jews in other t~es and to this once-flourishing Jewish
places would have come to community.
·
entirely different conclusions.
The fate of Jews · living in
The principal object · of the · ·the second- most - populous
•!ecture was _to explore wh_at is country - ,India - has been
traditional; to a lesser extent, -rather different. "As ·of · 1975,'
what constitutes a communi- India, with a population of 586
ty; and, abov~ all, who or what million, was home to some ·
is a Jew.
10,000 Jews _in three m1;1jor
communities:· Cochin at · the
In approaching the topic, extreme -southern tip · ~f the
Feldman presented "mini-case subcontinent ; Bombay, the
studies" of three highly unusual, or exotic, Jewish communi-. major port of the west coast;
and Calcutta:, the metropolis
ties: the Kaifeng-Fu Jews of
China; the Cochin Jews and on the northeastern coast) in
Bene Israel of India; and the fabled Bengal. ' The. Calcutta
Falashas of Ethiopia.
Jews i.mnµgrated · in the early
19th century from· . Iran and
-In 1975• China, the moS t Iraq. The other two communipopulous country in the world, .ties are much older. The Cohad 825 million inhabitants, of chin Jews trace their settlewhom 30 were said to be Jews. ment in south India to the
However, in the 9th or 10th
century of the Common Era Biblical time of King Solomon.
(Jews use Common Era Historical recor~ place them
C.E. - and Before the Com- there by around . 1,000 C.E.,
mon Era _ B.C.E. _ instead when the Raja of Malabar
ceded them land and certain
;f ~-Dh . .and B.C.), some l,000 - rights and privileges. In the
ewui_ men_, women, and cllil- 17th
tury
d
dreii settled in Kaifeng, the _ fr •
un erl ~restsuret
h_
cap·ital f H
Pr .
, om o uguese co oms s, e
. _o . onan
ovince, a_t - _Malal?(lri Jews fled to Cochin,
•the mv1tation of -the emperor , . Ii
th Ra.
h
These original settlers special: •:_ered h e .vil Ja gavell t ~
· ized in makin des• .n
d ~ , t . e pn ege of co ec,t ing
·d .
g,
-~ g, an · taxes, and an exemption from
. _yemg cotton fabncs, an in• be. , . taxed " til th - . th
dustry China was then ·develan~g - -- - . - un
.~ _ear
oping to meet chronic silk -- ...:m(?On ~ pass aw~y.
.shortages. In the ·13th century
~hese· .J~ws, ~_oriverted _I~
C.E. Marco Polo foµ:rid Jews in
nativ_es, with whom they m«:r·
China, and various laws ·of the
mamed, so that today Coe~
time relating to ,Jew • di te
Jews appear to Westerners like
that Jew~ were • p:e~:ntain
the other brown-skinned inhabsome numbers,
itants of the region. Beginning
In 1605 a Chinese Jew
-in. the 17th century they estab·
lished contact with mainnamed Ai · called on Jesuit
headquarters in Peking and
stream Judaism, however, and
thought that the priests he
most of their practices now
found there were also Jewish.
conform with those found elsl!where. Some customs such as
For example, he interpreted
the figure of _John the Baptist
the use of Malayalam, the local
next to statuettes of Mary ·and
Indian language, in their serthe Baby Jesus as being &vices, as well as Indian-style
beccah with her sons Jacob
plainsong in the services conand Esau. In 1608 Jesuits first · . tinue to set them apart.
The Bene Israel, or Children

so;

;81:t '

Process
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We are opening ou·r house t o

College Internship
Program

you

THE

Chinese Buffet'
Part-time: Leading to
sales career after
graduation in
. Financial Planning

Enjoy the Smorgasbord
of Griem.al _Delights
lunch $2. 79 dinner S4.25 '
All You Can Eat!
New Hours:
Monday thru Friday ·
Lunch 11 :00 a.m. -. 3:00 p. m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m . 9:00 p.m.
G

Com plete training, salary, bonus, flexible
· hours.

Saturday & Sunday
Lunch i 1:00 e.m. • 4:00 _p.m.
Dinner 4:00 r,.m. - 9:00 p.m .

. REQUIREMENTS: Undergrad junior, busi, ness major, leaders hip qualitie~.

· 5854 N. LINCO&.N · ·•

CALL: Jim Arm strong, 725-750_0,_weekdays

334■5252

I

Senate Denies
· ERA Club A Charter
February 27 , during a regular Student Senate meeting,
that body denied the UNI

:

Students for ERA_a temporary
charter. A subcommittee of the
Student Senate, the Charter

Review Board, presented the
case _with their approval.
The major objection concerning the granting of this
charter, included the question
of this clubs' possible duplication of purpose with the Feminist Club. Ms. Nancy Burton,
the chairperson of the club,
ex plained t hat the two are

separate entities and should be
chartered based on precedence
set by the Senate to charter
other clubs dealing with yarious issues. Charter Review
Board chairperson, Sam Giberstein also spoke in favor of the
club obtaining a charter stating
that CRB found no duplication.

_After . a lengthy discussion
the senate denied the club a
charter by a vote of 5-8 with
five abstentions. Any club that
is denied a charter has recourse to take their case to the
Student Supreme Court to
consider overturning the Student Senate's decision.

---------------------SKI SALE
SKI .TRIP

I
·I
I

LADIES ~UTFITS

20%•70%
ALL sKI EQUIP.

_

-

I

30 ¾i
= ~ ~ - - - - r - INDIAN HEAJ? _ _
Children's Korner MAR. ·10, 11, 12

I
-s ·KI---___ 1

-

25%-40%

8ii~~;;~es ·s;;~~~~;;~;;~s

II
SKI
PANT S
I
I 50% OFF
I PARKA'S

~I

Canadian Rockies
Banff -

50% OFF
PANTS, PARKAS, SWEAT ERS

1
1

Lake Louise

I
I
I

.
BANFF
Alberta, Canada

·ALL ASSC. ITEMS

APRIL 15-22
$316 00
.

10%

I
SPECIAL
I
I .SWEATERS T I·s MONTH
I
I
2501
H
1
ALL
WARMUP·
I
1
I DOWN CLOTHING
SUITS
- - - - - 1
20%-30%
25%
RACQUETBALL I
20%-50%

'1

DISCOUNT WITH AD

Ski, Play Tenni~, M~: Climbing
Excellent Sknng

0
/C

At This Time of Year.
Ski in Shorts on Their
Six Mile Run

1
I
I

i!'

-Y_.,

~

BIBBERS & .
PENDE_aP.ANTS
20%-30% ,

~i

.

. RA<;QUET

rac~et_ .' . . ,,FIBERGLASS .
·
$9.95
'

DISTINCTIVE SKI

TENNIS SHOP

I
II

---------------------~
'

'

•

SPORTINGGOODS
3417 W. BRYN MAWR (NEAR KIMBALL)
•~c • ..,,.,,.

• • a-:$;

'. • ,'°'. •

539·0338

"•

;.

~.:..•·•'

.

,·_._-,-_,."i__

.

C

• -
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•·

-

•

•
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by Baruch Schur
Marjie Jennings and Marion fortunate, intelligent people.
Etten have been supervising a Their activities included: jogmorning exercise program that ging, stretching and flexing
has so far received very little exercises, and weight training.
publicity.
The program is open to anyone
Marjie, a Physical Educa- int erested in some serious
tion instructor, and Marion, a \liealth practices. Faculty, staff
Dietary spec;ialist , can both be and students are all invited to
found in the gym from and encouraged to attend:
7 :30-9:00 a .m . on Monday ,
Thursday, and Friday 's superSo, perform a death defying
vising the activities of three a.c t - exercise!

P olitical Science
Club S ponsors
Hole w in ski
On February 23, the Political Science Club sponsored a
campus visit by State Repre, sentative, Mike Holewinski,
(17th District). Representative
.Holewinski was ltlnd enough
to spend four hours on
campus. He spoke to three
classes and answered questions ranging from the influence of Carter's strategies on
Illinois p olitics, to possible
legislation protecting renters
from the onslaught of condominiums. Much os his discussion centered on t he legal

system, as Mike has just
completed his bar examinations. Many students who
heard Representative Holewinski speaking wer~ very impressed by his willingness to
d iscuss all issues op enly.
Comments were made by
students that " he really sits
down and listens."
Representative Holewinski
will be back on campus early
next week, in a political forum.
For more information on that
event contact Dr. Charles
Barber, History Department.

, -Williams makes front page
of Chicago Tribune.·
'

A feature story on a day in
t h e life of a University
President, written by Meg
O'Connor, appeared in Column
one on the front page of • the
Chicago Tribune March 1.
The story was written
t h rough the eyes of this
reporter who spent a day with
Williams. The story included
Williams ' philosophy and practice concerning his administration, a meeting which took

place, between Williams and
the officers of Student Government, the relationship between ,
Williams and the university
committee, and a protest that
occurred during one of his
meetings that day .
-

April 12-April 19

PANAMA Cfl'Y BEACH
- Artists of America Inn presents Spring Break '78

ACCOMMODATION-S : € ome join college students from every university in the
Midwest and the South in the greatest party of the year. Spend seven exciting
nights and eight sun filled days at the Artists of America In n. Our hotel is
located directly on the WORLD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL BEACH nestled in
-F LORIDA'S MIRAC LE STRIP. Our hotel features a freshwater pool on its
spacious sun deck or you may choose to frolic in the warm gulf waters when not
sunning yourself on the glistening white sands. Artists of America Inn is in the

~:~:~~!i'!~t'.$

130~00

food, shops ,nd

~~~~

TRANSPORTATION : Artists of America Inn maintains a flee t of comfortable

air conditioned-rest room equipped diesel coaches that will whisk you roundtrip ,
free of charge, from the cold confines of Northern Winters to the Balmy Florida
Coast.

T R IP INCLUDES :
*ACCOMMODATION
* F REE TRANSPORT ATION
*FREE PARTY EN ROUTE (Beer & soft d rinks)
FREE WEINER ROASTS ON THE BEACH
SPECIAL SHOPPING AND EA TING
TRI PS & FI SHING TR IPS
7 FULL- N IGHTS
.
For Info rmation & Reservat ion:
Call Jean or Pat 337-0730

*.

*

Commuter Center Board
to hold Student Elections
NOTE WELL

ALL JU-DAIC STUDIES ST.U DENTS
ALL SPERTUS COLLEGE OF JUDAICA COURSES FOR THE
SPRING TRIMESTER WILL BEGIN ON MARCH 27 AND END
ON JUNE 2. ·

For further i~formation contact Mr. Ely Liebow, Department
of EngUsh G~-'Cal.badmissioos at Spertus Colleg9: of Judaica,

922-9012. - ~-·

Page 7

Spring
vacatio n
departu res:

Reprints of the article are
available from Gerald Cannon,
the Director of U niv ersity
Relations, in C-410 (in the
Beehive building ) ext. 221.

NOTE WELL

PRINT

On March 8 and 9, Wednesday and Thursday, the student
body will elect eight under. graduate and two graduate
students to fill student vacancies on the Commuter Center
Board of Managers. Any
s t udent can r un for the
position by leaving their name
with Joanne Power at ext. 333
(or in the second floor of t he
commuter center office). These
elections will be· in Village
Square from 9 a.m. to 3 p .m.
and from 5 p.m. to 7 p .m. both
days. The t~rms are one year
terms.
The elections ~ ere supposed
to take place two weeks ago
but due to a lack of understanding concerning when
names were supposed t o,
be turned . 'in, there was•l il.6.
'election. The Board decided to
reschedule the elections.
.. .. The eight undergraduate.s
whqse terms of office are up

include Mitchell S . Braun ,
Robert J . Kosinski, Robert L.
McDonald, J udy Macior,
J a mes Payette, William J .
Rzepka, Mitchell Schweirdlin,
and Ava Stein. The graduate
students on the board were
Zach Pinas and Michael Valenti. The officers of the Board
this year were J acobo Szapiro :
Chairman, Mitchell S. Braun :
Vice Chairman, and Robert
L. McDonald: Corresponding
Secretary.
The · Commuter Center
Board of Managers serves as
the policy and advisory board
to the areas in the commuter
center (including t he food
services, meeting rooms, book ·
store. etc. )
~· Kt • fu te last Board~. ; of
Managers meeting a bil for
Fowlett's to lease the area now
,called the 'Book Nook ', was
approved. ,
,
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The Boys In Company C
F-Troop with Body Counts

by Dan Pearson

:Fun and games are not the
exact words that come into
mind when the subject of
American involvement in Vietnam is mentioned. But that is
what the ads and the underly. ing feeling that pervades in
THE BOYS IN COMPANY C
keeps telling us.
Five young Marines are
followed from Boot Camp to
the battlelines where they are
trained to engage the enemy
with M-16, guitar, and soccer
ball. The Vietnam experience
that director Sidney J . Furie
presents is one of chaos,
corruption, incompetence and
the clap. Nobody is taking this
war very seriously.
To keep their sanity in an
insane war they had to be
crazy, shout the ads. Shades of
M*A*S*H it's not. The surgeons of the 4077th were
serious about saving lives. The
boys in Company C seem
determined to loose theirs.
Midway through the brutal,
dehumanizing basic training a
spokesman for the group
claims that the unit that
started out not knowing their
right from their left is now
pulling together as a single
unit. Bull feathers. In their
first engagement with the
opposition, they are caught
unprepared and show little
evidence of being the biggest,
baddest, meanest mothers in
the valley.

dren, the street-smart black
from the west side of Chicago
(played strongly by Chicagoan
Stan Shaw), the pretty boy
baseball player from Texas,
the kid from Kansas who
wants to write the truth about .
the war and the Italian
skirtchaser from where else but
Brooklyn.
Fortunately for us, the
stereotype coverings are discarded for ,inqividuals with
more than . cardboard feelings
and dialogue straight from the
propogapd~- q! i_ce. Hollywood's filming of the Vietnam
conflict up'. to ~ nc;,\\"' has been
minimal. John Wayne's star
spangled b'anner production of
THE GREEN BERETS and a
motorcycle gang cheapie, THE
LOSER, just about complete
the list with· the addition of
HEARTS AND MINDS, a
documentary. Television has
been more generous but not
much more than the movies.
0

Five young starring players - [from left] Craig Wauon, Andrew Steveli8, Stan Shaw, Michael
Lembeck, and James Cannin-portray U.S. Marines in the Vietnam' conflict as "The Boys in
Company C", action-adventure drama of American youths who are able to find humor in the stress
and danger of mortal combat.

Suddenly Vietnam is marketable. HEROES, ROLLING
THUNDER, BLACK SUNDAY and even THE CHOIR- / the zipper is stuck) and
Cong are distant figures
When they aie, it
BOYS all presented the prob- generalities by __the planeload. . seidom
lems of the returning veteran. All the officers but one are is usually one or two black
COMING HOME will be either total rectal openings or pajamied soldiers that stand
released soon. Francis Ford selfserving opportunists. Their . off the whole of Company C
Coppola's APOCALYPSE Vietnamese counterparts are and then disappear into the
NOW, which is rumored to be even more corrupt. One inscru- · undergrowth.
the film on the war, is still table oriental is even equipped .
being . edited. Its current with a golden Fu Manchu
Filmed in the Philippines,
fingernail, used for interroga- the locations do look like they
length stands at four hour~.
tions and decorative wear. He were straight out of Life
Furie's film is just under is also fond of forming human magazine. The authenticity of
Those five young Marines
two hours of minor heroics, shields from civilian crowds.
arrive in cellophane wrappers
place and tone is also continfrom central casting. For your gallows, humor, shenanigans
·ued with the use of ex-drill
The Vietnamese people are
(i.e., the kid who mistakes a
viewing pleasure there is a
instructor Lee Enny as the
draft-dodging hippie given to· body bag for a light weight gentle, quiet peasants toiling D.I. for Company C.
in the rice paddies. The Viet
serenade the Vietnamese chil- · sleeping bag and then finds
The cast 1s young and
composed of mostly unknown
actors. Several of these are the
offspring of more famous
acting parents. James Whitmore's son James Jr. turns in
a solid performance as the one
<
,.,,~~,J,,11;'~ ' ~ . i>
decent officer in the company.
-~ ; ~
Stella Stevens' 59n, Andrew
, , and
Harvey Lembeck's son,
~
·- !
. • .
Michael are featured as two of
.the five young marines. -Harvey Lembeck, a stt.ii:dy charac. _ter actor, may be_best 'known
as Eric V.on Zipper in the
Beach : Party movies of the
early sixties. Son Michael has
a semi-regular role as reporter
Clete ··Meizenheimer on the
"Forever Fernwood" program.

seen.

- ~--~ -

A confrontation between the
-Hylands [with problem].

..

ranks with Andres Stevens [with gun] and Scott

word games and sadistic drills
and training -exercises. The .
soldiers are always playing
mind games oii their officers
and each. other. The boys even
play actual sporting games
like soccer whenever possible
so they can, as their company
commander, a total rectal
opening, believes, learn to
think like the enemy. The VC
played soccer as children and
so should his men. The games
teach them fluidity, shifting
strategy and constant movement. The captain should have
taught his men not to stand up ·· ,
on an invasion beach to take
pictures.
The ending of the BOYS IN
COMPANY C has been re, vised at the last minute.
There was to' be an AMERICAN GRAFITTI-like tag· of
what happened to the surviving major characters. So and
so was killed later, or returned
. to the States_in a wheelchair,
or was missing in .action or
deserted and fled to Canada.
The distributor, Columbia Pictures, pulled the neat package
ending which reinforced the
punch of the final scenes where
an exposition soccer ·game is
attacked _by the opposition.

Our involvement in Vietnam
..
Fun and games it's not.
certainly did have its _share of
THE BOYS IN COMP ANY C
confusion and stupidity, but
how many battle-ready M_arine · appeals to our guilts, our
shame and our anger. Part of
fighters are going to stand up
the film trys to be an
in an amphibious landing to
"F-Troop" with body counts.
take pictures of the postcard
The
blending of the two brings
beaches?
back a bitter taste. It used to
be easier to enjoy a good war
There is an emphasis on
games playing throughout the, m_ovie. It looks like we have
run out,of good wars.
film. In boot camp there were

PRINT

CCAB Presents
Oscar Ghiglia
Classic guitarist Oscar. Ghiglia will appear in recital and a
master class at Northeastern
Illinois University, 5500 N. St.
Louis Av., Chicago, Ill. The
'recital will be held at 8 p.m.
Thursday, March 9, 1978 . in
the lecture-auditorium (Room
1-002), and is sponsored by the
university's student organiza·
tion CCAB (Commuter Center
Activities Board). Admission
to the recital is free to UNI
students and tickets are now
available at the box office.
The master class will be held
at noon Saturday, March 11,
1978 in Room A131. The class
is sponsored by the Mid-AmerirAn Guitar Society, an organi-

zation devoted to the classic
guitar.
The Italian-born Ghiglia was
an early protege of Andres
Segovia and records for Angel
Records and the Nonesuch
label. Since 1969 he has been
artist-iri-resi<tence at the Asgen (Colorado) Festival where
he teaches ·the classic guitar
master classes. Since 1976 he
has taµght during the summer
at the Accademia Chigiana in
Siena, Italy wliere Segovia
once taught.
Ghiglia appeared in the Allied Arts Guitar Series in
Chicago's Orchestra Hall during · the fa74.75 anci 1975-76
concert seasons. At his last

concert there the Chicago Tribune review said, "Oscar Ghiglia's Orchestra Hall guitar recital· Sunday was a model of
understated concentration of
musical values. He has the
expansive feel for phrase and
mood from which masters are
made. Such a performer can
open acoustic space where previously there was none. "
Between his world-wide concert tours, Ghiglia makes his
home in ·Tahiti with his wife
and daughter, and where " one
can enjoy nature and contemplate. I have a simple life in
Tahiti. I enjoy the sea, fish,
see a few people and read a
lot. "

-.
·
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• Hol~o~d Bt.d,.. 49.95 •
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!• .
.
The UN I· Kindergarten Day ; i TwlnMatt&Box 58.00 !
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i
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•
:

has openings for children 2½ to 5 years ·
: •• Full Matt & Sox a&.oo! :
f
• • Queen Matt & Box88.oo •
a.m.-6 p.m., Monday - Friday
t=oldi.ngCot
· 49.•95
•
Pillows
.
· 1.90 •
-~erving chil_dren of students, f_aculty, and staff.:
CONTACT: Ruth Keller or Mary L~u Simms
s.leep Skop :·
At Ext. 558, 559 for further Information
• .:
:
•
and applications.
: ••
4635 N. Kectzte
•
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.. .
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0.-Spnelda,
Are you alive? Where are you?

Do you ev• see any of the' "old
gang"? Give me a call sometime!

,lree classlfleds . ,

l

FOR SALE: .7 room house, 4
bedroom on 1 acre of land 5
minutes from town of SAN .
LORENZO, PUERTO Rico :
CALL VIOLET HESS 478-5751.

.l ost

FOR SALE - Reasonable: 3
Tubeless Tires 178-15, (2 SNOW
TIRES = Regular)
2 Cherrywood Console T .V.
$5.00 each.
·.:\f·. ~ .
Men's suits size 39 regular;•
$5.00 each.
Call MARY 379-2923 anytirr •

WST: Black leather drum stick
bag; Lost in science building on
February 3 . . . Reward. · Dan
835-2901.

~ ·------A HIGH SCHOOL _RING
WAS LEFT ACCIDENTLY IN
THE MENS LOCKER ROOM
(GYM) ABOUT TWO WEEKS
. AGO
WITH
INITIALS:
J.T.E .H., SCHOOLNAME : TELDON TECH . HIGH, DATE :
JUNE, 66.
REWARD IS . !It.??. PLEASE
CONTACT JOSEPH HUNTER
AT 727-7052 (DAY) AND 8741137 (NITE).

.

peftOnall LANG:
Who the ..:, _ - -

--

.

______._are. ----

Michael:
All I wnt.
you.

Jobs

"Hi" to
Signed,

THE PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT'S CAREER PLAN·
NING CENTER PROVIDES
JOB-MATCHING SERVICES
FOR PSYCH MAJORS LOOK·
ING FOR IMMEDIATE FULL
AND PART TIME EMPWY·
MENT IN THE FIELD. COME
TO 313 OR CALL EXT. 676,668.

ia~;_Barb's friend

-- .------- ---

Dear "E-D-COO-CHEE":

How c~me' you never" ·say hi to
Sofiana's friends? ··_' •·

-----

,- - -

_,

____ _

Robert [Sid's "friendi : ,
We think you have a beautiful
smile and healthy cheekbones.
L&S.
Patrick Angelstin:
..
I really got into your · call
Saturday . . . about everything.
.
Signed,
_ Georgie Girl

lor sale

------

I.

.

.

.

Aumey '
Words can't explain how tp,uch .1
want to meet you,
you're too
stuck up to talk to me.

Thanks ever so much for the
little monkey. Now I have
· something to keep me warm at
night.
Love,
Freck
T.K.E. Little Sifters,
Thanks · for all · the help you
.gave us for ·the Valentine's cookie
sale. All of you are real sweeties.
One·of the oldies but goodies
,. ----------Minnow,
Let's be friends forever.
Pete

__

Spector:
I think I like you .• ... ;/ :., · ,
·· 'l ,
Baby Bunldns

-- ..

" - .·

.

,·

-

- - -'

Mike

plus 3 room in-law apt. in LOGAN
SQUARE $25,000.00. 545'-0509
CALL EVENING.
··

_________

.....:./~ _..: -

..

--- _

.....r--=:;;::_ '

FOR SALE : CONDO HIRISE, MODERN = .RQOMS• 1/s
BEDROOMS. VERY GOOD LOCATION. CALL VfOLET HESS
478-5751· or 764-4368

.

heard

Caesar: [with the long gray coat] ·

·You
are
CUTE.
~rown Eyes & Baby Bunldns
- - - -• .

of the seven

Sal:

Jiln & Julie,
,·
Maybe you someday are. we'll
teach ·· u._",Best ~·.roµ:\~
to
buddydlsco: and :~ · best friend
guy co~ , e ref-)~ve!
.
, .,...,
Bri

a

-

_::-~~~------. ·-""'~ '""

,

-

'

,

_

,

r

:

'

_

,

0

(

"

-

' .

-,

- ,··

--.- ·- ----

Joanne, ·.. .
.
Here is yourpersonsl!.You are· a
fox! .On a scale of ope th ten, I ·
would rate you ., . . . 101/1!!
Guess Who?

·Laura &._Sal,
..: I hope that-you two have muy
' 1ppy y ~ together!

Stretch -,
..~._ ',
.·
I'm sic~"~• ;a tired of you
rm
running off and not talking to nie
so I'm· giving you custody, of the ---- -·- ·
Baby Bwikins,
, kids.
.
;
Do not worry about a
"The mother of yo_u r dope fiends''
r P.S. You have cute knees even mutual · "friend" of ours that is
. going to be here in the spring.
with that ·tumor on ' it.
Your other friends and I will see to
it ~hat you will not lose any status
Fonde:
· ~- ·- · _ :.:J Happy · Birthday to the best t,o · this person.
TbeThin ~an
--- - - - - •'..
slow dancer in the ·world. You have
lUNCti.DINNII
LAR SNACKS
good endurance for a man _of your
TO ALL THE MEMBERS OF
0
A
age! Have a nice day!
Michele and Linda THE NEWMAN CENTER:
l
Thanks for the award that you
0 . tNTHEPAN
Yes, I hold that all people are gave tne on SUNDAY: I really
BHR O COCICT_A llS e Wl~f M
homosexual, hold it so firmly thaf apprecia~ what you did _anc;l I just
it is difficult for me to realize how: want to say THANK YOU!!
anyone can think differently. Man
loves himseH first and foremost. To "Pegs":
Hang in there and keep smiling!
, with every sort pf passionate,
· .. Minus62
. !!motion and seeks to pr~re for •
.
'
~ bimself every -conceivable plea'sure;'.
anl since, he ' himself ; must be: l~~ ~'.Tbi~h·. Coach: , . . . . .

--------------

,'

:TYPIST ·728-8430·:_

P·.1z·.ZA .·r -

certain

----------~- ~---

;

_____...,.

._

:·, ~itl\er,~al(l-or female, js !JUbject ~
'" ,a ,.Ra,:_i.1ti,,im...,f9r .,Iµ~ ,9 fii;\ ~ 4 .,
?~
.. - written by George Groddek;.
. (1886-19:WJ; _from The Book ot:
.
. .,
,
~ • the IT.;
~~:iit.~'•• ' "-'· •- '· .. .

· ___ .,. .. ~-~

w_

.

lVF:t~ ~ f~I,\'1..!_ Y!?;~~~~r~ :~~

oo.r,.,t!Hu1'i'<1r ,PP -~ """ ~ .,_., ,ffi:W:
I ~__...;:J"1d
, :).,,.! t ! .) d t' .,IJ ,_.. , ,. L I
an.,. we , }>· no ,s~: any_ un~rov~
ment. We ' heard :you were ~
expert -:- What's ,the problem???
& _.~ ~-;;::.~~ ~ ' · · · ~- , :,. · ;TaifUihts antf;Jaws

- Belle
P .S. MINE??

YOUR PLACE OR

To the Hunter,
I am tired of this game we play,
it is time for you to ~oi:ne the
hunted. I won't back down until I
draw blood!
The Game

---

- - - , - - - - . - -.

BLUE EYE_S :
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO
GET YOUR ATTENTION?
YOU CERTAINLY
GOT
MINE!
MIDGE
Sofia 138:
Your dancing drives me wild.
Let's Boogie.
Captain Fantastic
To RUBBA-Head,
In the 'future, the life you save
may be your own, take heed to
this advice.
Talk of the

Tunnels

--,,---------------Robert,
,

To the Guy that WORKS At The
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
Downtown:
If you are a senior here and if ·
you went skiing -' to Boyne MT.
. FEb. 17, 18, 19 then· you
the
guy: Tell FRANK that ROBIN,
· SANDY BEACH, GAIL STORM,
and NICK DANGER all say HI!
From the People That Don't
WORK At The FEDERAL
RESERVE BANK But Went
,,:: -SKIING Anyway.

are

-

' - -.

------ - -- - -

,;roJi'UDD:
Where are ALL of my birthday
presents?
,, 1
FROM ROBIN W.

.---------- . '

--

To P-Face,
, Coke adds life, and everybody
wants a little, (life).
Love,
MiH Piss

0

'. Didn't you like my valentine?
Why don't you talk_to me?
, . ·, Brown Eyes

P.K.":
IF YOU'RE GOING CRAZY,
CAN I DRIVE??
.

· Dear Andria,
BOOM-BOOM,
We took a vote, you get the cot
Please excuse my behaviof
on ·tour just like in ·Kansas City.
around Sid.
An informed source
Chris
.

-Laura

·/
- f · Ypil ~ call me ...

-

FOR SALE
1975 Volkswagon Beetle, AM
FM cassett. Excellent Cond.
21,000 mi. Asking price $2,500.
Call 214-os21.
- - - - - -. .

PETE,
Have you
year itch? ,

,_

Soft:
How was the• party?

only

FOR SALE: 6 room RANCH
plus
3
room
in

Sue

Att: MANAGING EDITOR,
Where were you Sunday night?
To the pretty red-haired duce
We . were all there!
·
baavuetor:
•
Beeker,'• Buddies
I am the person whose personal
__ _ - - - - - - - - - . you didn't answer. I don't blame
STEVE-SKI:
you for not answering me. I hope
Where have you been? I never
1 'm not embarrassing you by
see you in the Unicom anymore!
writing to you like this. My '-.... Now you have to send me a
shyness prevents me from appersonal back. (This is one,, way to
proaching you. You, sure are
make _sure I get a personal!!)
beautiful. You are so beautiful
Sue O.
that you put flowers and rainbows
--·~-'----~-- - --to shame. Won' t you please
DEAR DOCl'OR SPELLMAN,
answer me?
WHY WHEN YOU COME TO
MDR
EVERY PARTY,. THAT THE
--------------BLACK HERl'rAGE GIVES
Sue,
YOU HAVE TO ,\CT ~ DAMN
I 'm really proud of your
FOOL. WHOMEVER INVITED
al'• · wements on the basketball
YOU . NEED THEIR HEAD
c..., ;;, Keep up the good work.
CHECKED . I'M TALKING
Holli
ABOUT YOUR DRINKl~G AND
------- - ------BE:ING DRUNK IN FRONT OF
Hojo & Little Moue
YOUR SO CALLED YOUNG
. Thanks for the fun on the floor.
FOLLOWER$. I HOPE YOU
We were warm and cozy. Let's do
KNOW YOU· -LOOKED REAL
it once morel!!
BAfJ 'UP THERE AT THAT
. . Idiomatic & Jell-o
LAST DANCE.

:ac,w,

you?

tti' do' is _,.say

·

Regina (alias guess who],.
How did 'y ou notice whiskey
breaths cookies were tough?
Wondering Foggie
RANDY:
_
HOW CAN YOU BYPASS .
THIS TEMPTING LQVE AFFAIR THAT I AM WILLING TO
OFFER YOU?
SKIPPER

Florida is ready when you are,
so is sue and viccie.
Sid,
When·
that 'party?

are

you going 'to have

Dear 00,
Thank you for a wonderful. Sat.
Evening. _Is it going "to be
continued"1
LOVE,XX
P.S. I'm still waiting for :th~
first unofficial kidnapping!
·
_________ .,-.._ : -

· ->-

The "Rook" ·Nook:
I hope that Nader's Raiders
catch 'up with you very soon.
One Who Knows
Michael Boin,
Must you work sofeverishly You are-making the rest of us look
dull.

us.

--------------Jason ...,.. -:·
.

'

I love that name. ·
signed, the one who calls
you·that
Dear Gail,

Please don't leave next term.
· We had so-much fun last term and
now. Things just won't be the- ·
RANDY & BLUEEYES:
.
same. Study- hard this weekend so
"LET ME TAKE YOU HOME
that you . can keep ' that A in
TONIGHT"
Biochem.
·
·· · ·
TWO OF THE GIRLS
Signed . .. mother of two
To the pretty red-haired dance
Dear Former Physfos Lab Partner,
instructor:
Hope things get better real
My shyness prevents me from
soon. Keep a stiff upper lip.
.telling you how I feel about you in
Things are bound to improve. Life
person. You are so lovely and
is like a projectile - it's got its
beautiful that you put flowers and
ups and downs:
✓ rainbows to shame. Won't you
· You Know Who
please1answer me this time? .
· ~MDR
Ron,
Hope you're feeling better.
SONNY: ,
Kim
JUST -ONE MORE GAME OF
., - ----PINBALL!
CHUCKER Chuck
.. If w~ should ever see the Omen
,II together, can I hold your hand?
JIMMY T:
Mead's Milkweed
JUST PUT YOUR LEG UP!!!
' THE RED
Dear Chris,
.,y ou are,NOT going on that .,trip.
Northeastern Students, ·,
,, ., ·
. ' · Me.
The ' month of Match ·lies been
prt5claimed. Gay Persecution
Month-. ,-• Honioqueers -must - be To· Joann -& ~Ted;- - ·· - ·
Happy belated Annive'r sary ;·
elimil:1ated , _lri the name of
decency, ',u nite. ; End .this subhu- and hope · the · second ye.ar brings ·
you ·twice 'the- happiness!
man race.
Kim
Anita Bryant, we-- love you!
0

______

0

.

t-

To Ron my big broth.l!r, _ .. _ ..

Have a very Happy Birthday.!::

)

f".

_.,.,,,.

•

~

•

To Patty S.,

~

<

...,_ -

, .. · ~- •_.:"" " ' --~Pip,

,. ~"t''I
_ I"1'! l;\nt
to ..tbarik
everyone
-· ;_►j';. ""
-::.\.,
~I inv9 yep if_: my . supnse party., It
. made the entire last year worthwhil~.
.
' ·
·
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/ ' Have a very Happy
Birthday!

19t~

---~· ----- -•'

To Tau Kappa Epsilon,

I'm glad I'm a social member.
A Pledgt
Angie,

Have a nice weekend!
Harpo, and all that:
If you've got the money, honey,

I'Ye got the Thyme.
Head of the World
Dear Security,

You are ·the greatest thing ' that
has ever happened t.o me. I LOVE
YOU! You are unique!
Love your Little Girl
Dear Diane,

One of the greatest drinking
partners I know!
Your Bartender
To the men of T.K.E.,

You are all terrific!
City Bred
DearJJJK,

Forever is a long time! But
some how it does not seem long
enough!
Love Grub!
Rolli,

Thank you ever so much for the
little monkey . Now I have
something t.o keep me warm at
night.
pj's
Ron,

Happy Birthday, you gorgeous
hunk of man! XXOO
A secret admirer
Jeff, .
. .
.
•
Thanks for one of.- 1the. best
parties ever!
A formerly drunk_la~~

~meone and Shy Secret Admirer,
Yes, we · k~ow who you (singular) are.
Someone's Two and Three
Zitro,
No days left!

Freck
Racquetball . Partner 112,

I love the way you pick up
women at Northwestern!

·--------

-

-------------·

Ezzard Charles

---------r-----

Dos Griegos proletarios
SKIP:

It's tough making the break but
it's necessary. Student Governxpent can't be all bad; it brought
us · closer together.

Yes, I beat my women . . .
and they love it!
- Gabby Prevert

,

1

One Picked Up Woman , . I'm sorry about the fruitflies.
Woody
To the girl with the changing hair,
If you leave me now it's just like
Jim,

thrusting a ·.nife through my·
heart. Don't leave.

Judy

A Great Big Thank You

Print Personals

YOUR
MIND•••
EXPAND .
IT!

The Dying Blue Camero
DEAR PURDUE,

Brennan, Little Brennan, Guy,
"V", Chester, Irwin, Frank.
THIS

--- , -----------

H.H.,

The Florida trip is only 7 days!
Still want t.o go?

CLIFF'S NOTES put you inside th e heavy stuff. . . the
no vels, plays & poems th at
can add real m eaning to yo ur
life if you really understand
th em. CLIFF 'S NOTES can
help !

BEDROOM EYES

camper

Shell Answer Man
[alias the U. of C. kid)

,DON•TBLOW

To the guy who helped me get
my car going to get t.o our 8:00
class Tuesday morning in Psych of
Exceptional. I 'm going t.o get a
tune-up next Saturday for sure!

I GIVE UP ON YOU, BECAUSE I HA VE FOUND SOMEONE ELSE .

Rob-Roy,
Yaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.

Joyce,

Happy B'day t.o you
Happy B'day t.o you
etc.
etc.
Now Joe only needs 2 more.

-- '

" JUST ONE MORE STRATE~ The .sun never ceases to shine· GY"
-~ here ·you. re. You've ,t.ouched my
·: 1 - - - - . - ~"":- + - :· :.· ,. . ~
shady lady
life. Thank you for,bei~g alive. I'll
_'
.
Mary:
~:
-..
.
.
·
Jim Payette
ii.lways ci re·. LOOK OUT WORLD
Bernstein:
You had him, only he got away.
- ._- . l1.. , .'". ~
~-Forever in love,
Get more new pinball machines!
H1J:Wk~y~1 .
, , .
·-.
. ~.. . .... - ,.. .
'
Shorty
The Critic
Oh for judy and jim?
, Lions of ·the South Side, Who
Woody
are you?
TKE,
MARTY S.,
-----Lioness of South Side
You ' re all good people. It's
HAPPY BIRTH TO YOU ,
Senate,
great to be -a part of it all. I hope
Goodbye and thank you for a
happy birthday t.o you, happy
India: .
the pledges become a part of it
fantastic learning experienc~. I
birthday dear MARTY, happy 22
, I -would like t.o spent
too. You're quality people and
will value all of your input always
to y ou . Guess Who PLEASE
that's what TKE's are.
(even when I disagreed with some
WRITE,
Dear Rudy M.,
. Marge
of you).
···
DEBBIE
I will remember the 20th for a
Judy
long time. How about you? Thank Steve:
It didn't get PRINTed last
you so much for everything.
Happy Belated Birthday.
AVPBAC,
time, so .. .
Love,
Love Cynthia
Joan got a public thank-you.
Good luck t.o the cast of "SAM"
The Golden_Flute
Yours' will have t.o be written
on 't his, their opening night. May
My Baby:
heret.ofore. Without you and the
you have nothing but full houses,
Good Luck t.o the D.P.T.G. Cast
Oh my darling I love you so.
boil-lancer, my term of office as
standing ovations, and a lot of
of "Play It Again, Sam"!!
You light up my life!
President and VP would have been
EXCUUUUUUUSE MEEEEE,
fun.
Sweet and Innocent
.much more difficult. Glad t.o see
Jill!!
you're still supporting the stuMr. Lorre, your sound man
Ugarte, your sound man
Joyce,
P .S. B. Shyette says "a couple
dents.
P.S. B. Shyette says "a couple
Happy Birthday t.o you
Judy
bucks is a couple bucks." VERY
bucks is a couple bucks" (VERY
Happy Birthday t.o you
POPULAR PERSON!!!!
--------,
POPULAR PERSON!!!!!)
Birthday t.o~Jtimell
Doc:
.
-------- ------- Happy
Happy Birthday t.o yoo.
FIE. Good luck t.o a ' man who
Lord Harpo will nonchalantly
Patti,
Now if I can only find 3 more
won't need it.
Happy Birthday Little Sister 'Dlllke the campus disappear while
singers.
Judy
see you at the Bag next Thursday.
(he is) wearing a silve lame
JOE
.Sven Glinkerman
jumpsuit. 2/20 at 2:30. Tickets
Georgie Girl,
available at the Howard Hughes
Mr. J. Gregg,
Roses are red,
PATTI & DIANE,
Institute for ·Public Speaking &
It is really sad that a member of
Violets are yellow,
Thanks for that great dinner
Toe Dancing. For Neysa and the the Library Staff can't be . trusted
This personal is for you
Saturday, you really set my pot
rest (I need it),
with the safety of valuable or
But It's not from a fellow!
boiling!
Harpo, etc.
unusual books. If honest students
.. Signed,
can't come t.o you t.o see that a
Surely You Jest
If anybody owns a 70-73 light
Men of T.K.E,
book is protected: then the safety
green or gold black vinyl top
Only one more week before the
of any valuable or unusual book is
Hot Stuff,
R.C.B. Get ready for the best
Chevy, license plate beginning
at the merer of yo1,1 ~nd other
Nice to ,knoy. my smile is
with HBM rand you noticed a little
night of the social season.
people like you, that would take a
appreciated.,. Hope you like your
Sven Glinkerman
crack . on yow: windshield and a
book they decided they wanted.
name!
small dent on your hood please
A DISGUSTED HONEST
Spoiled Brat
THIS TIME* Harpo says
contact me in . the Unicom. You
STUDENT
nothing, the way it used t.o be.
might be the one who t.otalled my
Giggler,
H.,etc.
car on Sunday night. I'd love to·
Glen,
Thanks for a real good time
get my hands on you!
Thank you -so much for the
Friday. It certainly cured the
love,
To LSA:
lovely flowers. You are one-in-ablahs._. You're ;a real cutie.
It's been nice knowing you all
Adrian
million.
Thanks,
Love, for the past three years. I am
Sqwrrel
JIMMY,
. Your charming little sisters going t.o miss the spades _games.
Thank · you so much for . - __ ... -----------Sentimental Senior
Dancer,
Saturday evening. Monday night ATOM ANT,
A written apology for the both
was great too! Hope t.o see you . Thank you for helping me find a Carol,
of us. It was a bad scene Sat. I'm
more. Anytime you want t.o talk is place t.o park. I wonder, would you
I just wanted t.o be practical!!!
sure we can make it up t.o each
KIM
all right with me.
ever do it again?
other and I'm looking forward t.o
Keeping Secrets
THE FUNNY-LOOKING - - - - - - - - ·-----it.
WHITE CAR Gayle Rosa,
Lioness.
Thanks for the favor of last
Adrian,
Grrrr ... !
Glad you're in love once again!
week.
KIM
Hope this time is bet~r.
Dear Richard,
D. Prez
Homosexuality is not nature's
way - sorry.
A mi amigo Mexi~o proletario,
David
Obreros del mundo unios!

Dear J.J.,

Thanks · for the . meiisage to
Samarl, I hope he listens t.o you
because Lord knows I tried t.o tell
,him. It takes a man t.o get the
message across.
Lioness of thJ North Side

Ye Old Chem,partner

HEY EVERYBODY, ·
Ren.
I figured I'd find you snooping
Squiggly,
I'm back and am doing _fine
around here. You better watch you· ·
Here's your personal.
I guess you all missed my pepper
peas and ques buddy cause I got's
Rudi and spice of the proup that hangs
my eyes on you.
out in the luncl> '
Jelly.
Mayor Magoons Wife,
. ,e span~ lady
Don't you ever feel bad about .
Mike? All of that just t.o -hear
The Munchin,
HEY EVERYBODY
If I plug you, you'll get the
music. My my, , what a woman
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT
shock of your life.
does these days. (enjoy, enjoy)
JOHANNESBURG AT NpR1'H.
Jolly Greek Glut
('I,.,
LAUGHING E_A S~E,~! , .YO't;r,. "'~E,T1ER
CHE~ ri:,"OUT ~ECA11sE· I
HEARD IT FROM Y'ALL ANYHead Mime:
· '
Who is that ,2 year old man
• It's easy for you to talk: ·
who is trying~ act 22?Why don't WAY.
Headoftlle...W you go away?
THE SPANK LADY
·

Ecology . . . we're workin g on it ! Durin g th e past i 4 years
CLIFF'S NO'rES has used over 2,400,000 to ns of paper
using recycled pulp .

•

More than 200 titles

Availabl e at all 18'K&B sto res

l(rochs ~ .Brentanos
29 ·s outh W:1bash Avbnuc!,lch'rc.1go'. iL

. .~"'

.,

60603 •.(31 2) 332-7500

9RANeH STOIIES : j/15 N. MlchipllcAH. ' • ~Z £ . - - • S t. • 15 S. 1.aSatle 11.·

_1711 Shtrmen Ave .. EvantlOft • 1028 Lake St .. Oak Park • Norttt Matt, Old OrcNrd
Oakltrootc Ceftter • £we'9f'Nft fttau • Riffr 01k1 • Lincolll Mall • flilft41M1rst Cet1ler
Hawthorn Center • TN Mall al C..,,.,Ylle (IIOCkfo,d) • Woodfield Mall • fol Vatte,

Cet1t., • Water Towe, ,._ace • Orfand S.,.re
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by Pete Shiman
There are so many things
that could be said about the
past ' 77-78 season that it
would take the entire paper to
cover all the bases. But due to
limited · time and space, . a
general summary would seem
more appropriate. If I had to
use one word to capture the
mood of the year it would be
something less than "below
average." What was to be the
year of the Eagles .was not to
be.
Once again, one can come up
with a million reasons and
another million excuses why
thirigs never materialized as
planned . One can put the
blame on the fact that head
coach Doug DeVincent has
coached the team over the past
two seasons as a sideline
· hobby, so to speak. His part
time salary is comparable with
the annual total panhandled
by the bum who works under
the " L " , (Unofficially , of
course). Maybe it was just

ons
A ''Million'' .R eas_
For Inadequacy
i!:__

' i~:

'·

,7

,

~

· coach DeVincent's errant
to play. 10 of their first 11 be for or against you; -and
coaching philosophy. Or blame
gamE!s
away ;
travelling considering the Eagles run and
it on the school itself - the
through ice, rain, and blizzards
gun fast pace style of play a
Athletic. Department in gener·
from Green Bay to St. Louis
small _gym .just doesn't work ..
and Michigan to Nebraska in
al - for its less than adequate
(Most other gyms didn't seem
vans which included such to work either)._
facilities here at UNI. North·
"extras" as no-start engines
eastern had to play 10 games
This brings·to mind another
and pop out windows.
in the UNI Mini-Gym. Lamarr
problem - student apathy.
Mondane's jumpers from the
As a result of a tough Except for the homecoming vs.
first-half season schedule,
top of the key were close to
St. Xavier, the home games at
which included teams ·such as
being backcourt violations;
UNI were not too popular.
and maybe the reason he . Wis. White Water, Grand Maybe the players played
Valley State, St. Joe's, West· poorly because of the lack of
missed some of those easy 30
·em Illinois and Wis. Green student support; or maybe
footers was because the lights
Bay, the Eagles dropped 7 of many of the students didn't go
were t>urned out . And altheir first 10 decisions. (includ- to the games because the team
though the gym is falling
ing the highlight of the season. was not playing well. It's hard
apart, it's nothing that a little
which · saw UNI defeat West- to determine which is the
tape can't fix.
ern
Illinois at Macomb. It is cause and which is the effect.
Part of the team's shortcom·
agreed that the Eagles played But that's the way it was. etc.,
ings may even be attributed to
their best game of the year . etc., etc., The list is endless.
the players themselves, who, I
there, and carried home a 96-93 You can point a . finger at
might mention, are out there
.
verdict).
I do believe, though, everyone and no one.
because they enjoy the game.
that
the
Eagles played their _
I believe t hat the· Eagles
Being a low-J<ey _program, th'e
University · does not give- best games on the road this disappointing season is a
year, mainly because it is result of the SYSTEM
basketball scholarships or
easier to play better and that's just the way it is at
have any . kind of recruiting
prepare yourself mentally in UNI - take it or leave it.
program to · mention . The
front of a crowd, whether they Then, no one is to blame. The
Eagles, I might also add, had

•· I

various circumstances concerning the Eagles '77-78 season
were the product of the
University System. And
change can come only gradually, over a period of time, it is
seen that change is desired.
The Golden Eagles posted a
final 12-14 record overall while
endipg up 3rd fn CCAC action
at 7-7. Eleven players finished
out the season, including the
three man core of the UNI
attack: senior Tyrone Rutues,
3 year starter and no.2 all time
Northeastern point producer;
and seniors Sam Clark and
Lamarr Mondane. Bill Dorrington is the fourth graduat•
ing senior.
Each player, and coach
DeVincent, put a lot of time
and effort into this season.
Overall, there were good times
and more than enough problems and h_a rdships - but not
one of the twelve can 't say it
hasn't been worth it. And
that's what it's all about.

Entertaining,-inconsistent, and unbelievable:
The 1977-78 Golden Eagles
by John Stepal
The 1977-78 Northeastern
basketball team was :
A) exciting
B) erratic
C) indifferent
D) disappointing
E) all of the above
If your economics or Span-

ish teacher were to give you
this question on your midterm·,
would you know the answer?
Judging from the size of most
of · Northeastem 's " crowds" ,
many people wouldn't . But •if
you guessed ' "e", you pretty
much summed up UNI this
season.

The Quagmire
Re: -Women's basketball

The Golden Eagles started
the year as optimistic as a
child with a new toy, even
though ~he road ahead contained potholes &uch as Chicago State and St. Xavier,
pitchforks in Wisconsin
branches Whitewater and
Green Bay, and detours in the
persons of Tom Rowan, Bill
Polston, and Herman Peppers,
who would not be eligible until
mid-season. The ineligibility of
these three transfer students
and Northeastem 's subsequent
lack of depth hurt the 'team in
this span, in which UNI faced
very tough competition, winning just 3 out -of 10 games.
Even after a horrendous loss
to Loras in the UNI home
opener, most observers felt
that the Eagles would get
untracked at the beginning of
the conference season. Look at
the schedule they had played!
Surely Rowan 's _addition will
inspire them! And what about
that great upset of W estem
Illinois!
They sure fooled us, didn't
they?
UNI faced a difficult test in

their first game, a road
encounter with St. Xavier. In a
way, this game dictated the
course of the season, as the
Eagles shot poorly, as they
would in all their future "big"
games. After the 19 point loss,
however, UNI came back and
looked very good in dropping Circle two nights later.
- The turning point of the
season came the very next
game against Lewis, a double
overtime defeat which the
Eagles displayed an inability
to make free throws (67% ·on
the year) . As mentioned
before, shooting was a team
nemesis for most of the 26
game schedule.
But marksmanship, or lack
of it, was by no means the only
. problem. Inconsistent defense
plagued the Eagles much of
the year, (a la the St.
Valentine's Day Massacre vs.
St. Francis), as well as an
indifferent attitude, which was
highly responsible for the final
record of 12-14.
Probably the biggest reason
for Northeastem's irieffectiveness (7-7 in conference play)

Dick Quagliano
since that crushing defeat at
"We believe in miracles," the hands of the Blue Demons.
stated women ' s · basketball True, the team record is 8-10,
coach " Chick Lillis.
but except · for the DePaul
This was in reference to the game, all of their losses have
pairing at this year's women's been less than 12 points.
college basketball tournament. They've had big wins too, with
"We open the tournament with the biggest · coming against
a game against DePaul Uni- Barat College with the Eagles
versity. If we win that game winning 71-38.
we play Northwestern:"
In all of their games there
The major question that has been one player who has
comes to mind is : Can the stood out with an exceptional
women's basketball team de- game. If these players pull it
.,
feat a team that crushed them all together, they CJln and will
two months ago by 30 pts? If upset the Blue Demons.
that happens, can they possibAgainst Northwestern it will
ly beat the toughest team . in be a different story. This game
The Ad Hoc Committee on
Violet Johnson (Secretary) ,
the state?
could be compared to David
Intercollegiate Athletics met
Ely Liebow, Steven Riess, Ken
The realistic answer for both vs. Goliath. In this case, if
Stetson, Joan Nordberg, Bill
questions is no. Both teams David wins, it surely will be a - for the fifth time this trimester;
Wednesday,
March
I.
The
Rzepka, Diana Saunders, and
have built up J heir women's miracle, and Lillis and Co. will
topic ,of this meeting was
Harold Whitfield.
program and have become pull off the biggest since the
mainly reviewing the informaThe purpose of the Ad Hoc
very competitive; Northwes- '6.9 Mets.
tion
presented.
to
the
commit.
Committee
is to decide-the .role
, tern more S() than an:yone . else: ;
, T~~ ~o~den quail awai-d this
tee
by
Dr.
N~,
Tremble,.
at
,
,
c:>(.
inten;ollegiate
athl~itic~, at".
1J1ey, ar;e the pre-tourn~~t.,.- ~ eek.,.goes to Lamarr ~fonthe last meeting.
Northeatem, and to decide if
favorites at 15-3.
<lane. "Money" was voted to
The committee consisted of the $9 Athletic fee, already
But the Eagles I are going NAIA District 20 al_l-star
Hu~h
Moorhead (Chairman)
passed by a student referen- ·
places. The ~ has improved team.

was their run-and-gun style of ____,_
offense. As shown by their
shooting percentage, 42.9, · the
Eagles did not have the
outside shooters which this
offense necessitates. The best
thing the Eagles could do
~ould be to abandon this, and
switch to a pattern-style
offense which emphasizes highpercentage shots.
Regardless of what happens,
UNI will miss the following
players: Lamarr Mondane,
who made All-Conference and
was the first Nort heasterner to '
be chosen to the All-District
team; Tyrone Rutues, who
missed the All-Conference
team for the first time in his
career, but made honorable
mention All-District (if you
can believe that!); Sam Clark,
who was the Eagles' most
consistent player this year and
also .a representative on the
CCAC All-Conferenc·e team ;
and 'Bill Dorrington , who
played well despite his consistant shifting from a starting
guard ·to sixth to seventh man.
All in all, it was a helluva
year.

Ad Hoc Committee on Intercollegiate Athletics
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dum, is worth the extra cost to
. students. When a decision is
made it will go to President
Ronald Williams, who will
then decide if it should be
presented to the Board of
Governors. The committee
·beg~n its, investigation in
ianuary and it is hoped they
will reach their recommendation by the end -of the
trimester.

